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Abstract

An Expert System-based Basic Engineering Design Aid (BEDA) has been developed
and furthetmore verified for wood-frame building design. General rules werc researched,
extracted, and encoded to automate the creation and analysis processes of engineering design.
Code constraints and loading parameters appropriate for Canadian wood design procedures
have been used in the development. Other design codes and procedures can be incorpor-ated to
permit its use in different jurisdictions.

The basic idea of the research was to create a knowledge-based software package. It
streamlines the design process and makes it faster, easier, and more economical. The package
is not limited to a single design stage or a narrow application. It is appropriate for the whole
design process, from initial sketches, through analysis, to final design document. BEDA
applies common rules of engineering design that complement the input of the design engineer.
Its working style is designed to mirror the practice and customs of human designers. Both
machine reasoning and human judgement are employed to control design processes.

BEDA used wood-framed buildings as the vehicle for system development. It has such
fllnction units as External Load Calculation, Graphical Editor, Finite Element Analysis, and
Member Design. The end user can start a design from sketching or existing design examples.
Examples can be brought in fi'om a built-in case base. The case base contains current
available templates of structural elements. External graphic software packages can be
activated from within BEDA for sketching. BEDA retrieves the user's sketch into its
knowledge base for automatic decomposition and load calculation. After the user's
verification, BEDA calls a finite element analysis tool to analyze the internal stresses and the
displacements of each structural element. Based on the analysis and other available
information, a tentative design is selected. BEDA supports detailed designs of individual
elements. The design of a building with BEDA is an iterative process of structural sketching,
load calculation, and successive member design. Final design output will include drawings,
materials lists, and specifications.

BEDA used several commercially available software packages to accomplish its
sophisticated functions, Paradox for database management, AutoSketch (or AutoCad) for
glaphics editing, and Borland Pascal for special programming. Level5 Object was used as the
development shell and a server which integrate all function units into an package. With the
built-in case base, BEDA is not only a decision supporter but also a tutorial tool for new
designers.
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l.INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

In October of 1989, a study on the feasibility of applying artificial intelligence (AI) to

engineering was submitted to PRECARN Associates by a consortium of thr.ee Canadian

aerospace companies and four universities IPRECARN Associates, 19S9]. The report suggested

that Canadian engineering creativity and productivity could be doubled by the development of

artificial intelligence based software for use in design. It is expected that expert system

techniques could automate a major part of routine works in the design process. Engineers would

then be able to concentrate on mole creative design activities. Initiating the feasibility study

reflected the eamest desire from both industry and academe to computerize, or more exactly, to

automate the design process. Given the wide variability of engineering practice and its effects on

industry, the prospect is absolutely exciting.

The research work presented in this dissertation has evolved from the PRECARN study.

l.2The Problem

Applying artificial intelligence to engineering design demands insights into both human's

design process and the way in which artificial intelligence works. Unfortunately, general

principles governing the engineering design are not yet clearly understood, but are required for

use as guidelines in developing knowledge-based design (KBD) expert systems.

Engineering design is a sophisticated problem solving process. There is no fixed logic

with its reasoning method. Opportunistic thinking and the trial and error method are commonly

used.

"... despite modern technical advances, good engineering is still as much a matter
of intuition and nonverbal thinking as of equations and computation." fFerguson
ezl



Engineering design is seldom a straightforward process, especially for a product

consisting of more than one component. Design of the product as a whole and designs of its

components are interrelated and inter-constrained. Intelligence, experience, and personal

preference play decisive roles in decoupling locked design loops.

A number of knowledge sources contribute to the solution of a design problem. Design

orientations, design theories, industry codes, environmental conditions, and available analysis

tools are all important factors. They present in polymorphous forms and act in diversified ways.

It has been an annoying problem to organize them into a unified knowledge base and activate the

appropriate part at the right time.

Engineers communicate through engineering drawings. An engineering design normally

starts from sketches. Engineers conceive initial design ideas and sketch them out. After

calculations, analyses, and revisions, sketches eventually evolve into final drawings. While most

graphic softwate packages function only in the drawing process, none of analysis software use

graphics as subjects for analysis. Graphic software handle graphics, where as analysis software

work in algorithmic languages. The deficiency of links between them is mostly due to the

difficulty of representing graphics in algorithmic languages.

Engineering design seldom starts fi'om nothing. A successftil design is usually based on

experience with both successes and failures. It is a prevailing practice to use existing designs as

reference in a design [Petroski, 1992). Therc is no right or wrong design, only a better or worse

one. Perfect design is never attained. Rooms and demands for improvement and advancement

are always there. A reasonable desire is that the design aid can prompt engineers with successftil

examples and warn them of possible errors. Huge storage capacity of computers provides the

physical possibility for developing a design case resource. The question is whether a case base

can be built and managed in a similar manner to that used fol a database. A database contains

numbers and values. A case base contains text and graphics.



Historically, most engineers were trained for certain ways of design. Commonly accepted

design procedurcs may even be fostered as design custom after years of practice. [t is easier and

maybe efficient to follow design routines, but creativities are hindercd.

On one side, knowledge based systems are expected to provide new design appr.oachs

and promote creative designs. On the other side, it is desirable that the systern still function in a

way similar to common engineering practice. So that engineers can easily adapt to the new tools.

No matter how a system works inside, its interface must be user-frienclly and follow normal

engineering expressions as much as possible.

Expert systems have been developed to address specific engineering problems. However,

current applications of AI techniques are limited to clearly defined problems with a neat

knowledge source and simple pattern of problem solving. There is no widely accepted approach

to handle engineering design in a general, universal, and inclusive way. Existing techniques can

readily encode equations and computations into computer programs. Some parts of the intuition

and nonverbal thinking, such as expertise, may also be computerized. But many par.ts, such as

sudden inspiration and aesthetic perception, al.e still beyond our understanding.

1.3 Appealing Developments of AI Technology

Engineering design is a dynamic, iterative, and opportunistic process, affected and

restricted by polymorphous knowledge sources. A promising AI technique for handling such a

situation is the blackboard model of problem solving.

The blackboald system provides a highly structured, opportunistic way of problem

solving. It consists of three major components: Knowledge sources, blackboard data structure,

and a control module, as shown in Figure 1.i (Nii 1989):

The domain knowledge for solving a problem is partitioned into a number of knowledge

sources. These knowledge sources are kept separate and independent. A blackboard system

allows integrations of knowledge in diverse types and foms. A knowledge source can be added

or modified without affecting the working styles of the system and other knowledge sources.



The function of a knowledge source is to contribute information in

solving. For engineering design, all resources contributing to the design

knowledge sources. They are naturally partitioned.

the process of problem

process can be treated as

Knowledge
source

Blackboard
Knowledge

source

a

I
\ù

r
Knowledge

source

Control

module

Figure l.l The conceptual structure of the blackboald modal

The blackboard is a global data storc. It keeps all the data that reflect the state of

problem-solving, such as input data, partial solutions, altematives, final solutions and possibly

control data. The blackboard has a hierarchical data structure. Communications and interactions

among knowledge sources take place through the blackboard.

Knowledge sources respond opportunistically to changes on the blackboard, take a subset

of information, update it, and produce changes on the blackboard. The process is monitored and

controlled by a control module. Problem-solving activities occur in an iterative sequence until an

acceptable solution is found or the system cannot continue further for lack of knowledge or data.

The sequence is dynamic and opportunistic lather than fixed and preprogrammed. The control

strategy for information manipulation parallels the information flow pattem in a normal

engineering design process.

Pursuits of ftill automation without human participation lead many expert systems to a

dead end. Under the structure of blackboard model, human designers become an integrated part



of the system and act both as a knowledge source and a part of the control module. They

participate in the design process through the blackboad. The blackboard provides a window for

them to exert their creativity and intelligence.

The blackboard model of problem solving is a general frame for constructing the

knowledge based system. Although a macro link among knowledge sources of diverse types is

provided, no solution is spelled out for the polymorphous information to communicate with the

blackboard. The situation is like that bridges are built between isolated islands, no vehicle or

canier is yet available for cargo transportation.

Object-oriented knowledge representation and information manipulation provide a

solution to this problem. Entities of domain knowledge can be represented as objects. An object

is a combination of data and code. It wolks like a courier. Its datafield, the data part, carries

information ft'om various knowledge sources. Its methods, the code part, define the way it

communicates with surrounding objects.

Knowledge presents differently at different design stages and from different knowledge

sources. It can all be transformed to and rcpresented as objects. With objects as universal

information caniers, the information manipulation in engineering design is reduced to the

manoeuvre of objects.

Help files, patterned after those found in Microsoft Windows, are an important

component of the system. They display explanations of the terminology and assist in the use of

the system. Information can be in the form of text, graphics, or other multimedia elements.

Hypertext capabilities and context-sensitive links help the end user navigate through the content

easily.

The Windows Help is a display engine. Contents displayed are compiled into Help files.

When design cases are compiled into the same format, an on-line case resoulce is readily

available for the user.



1.4 Summary

Techniques of artificial intelligence have advanced to an unprecedented stage in both

theory and application. The development is motiv ating a new way of thinking in the consüuction

of engineering design aid systems. This situation is the initiative for our development of BEDA

(Basic Engineering Design Aid), a prototype, knowledge based design aid for engineering

analysis and engineering design.

Therc are three main objectives in the research:

a. to build a prototype knowledge-based system, BEDA, fol aiding engineering analysis and

engineering design,

b. during the process of BEDA development, to explore the common rules in engineering design

and their implementation in building expert systems, and

c. to explore a method of accomplishing typical plocedures of design processes through expert

system techniques.



2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Overview

This chapter has been organized in a manner that reflects the ploject objectives: to

understand the essence of engineering design, to explorc the method of AI techniques, ancl to

build a knowledge-based design aid. It presents a general review of the research conducted by

previous researchers in engineering design and AI technology applications.

2.2Engineering Design

Diversified definitions are given to engineering clesign by different researchers.

Engineering design is a complicated activity. It is worth explorations from different

perspectives.

"Engineering is traditional design activity, but it is more than that. Engineering is
the solution of people and resource problems. Engineering is the management of
production and services. And engineedng is control, . . . " [Britton, lgg3)

Given the very wide range of perspectives and the limit on available time, it was decided

to concenûate on philosophical and morphological studies of engineering design. The

philosophy of engineering design is the general and abstract understanding of the process. The

morphology of engineering design is the common procedures and structures that have gained

acceptance.

2.2.1 Philosophy of engineering design

It is easy to find definitions of engineeling design. Undelstanding is not as easy to obtain.

" ... although we speak fi'eely of technology, it is unlikely that we have the
vaguest notion philosophically of what it is or what is befalling us as it soaks
deeper into our life. " [Koen, 1985]



The shortfall of understanding has no implication of professional disqualification.

denotes a devotion to specialties and the lack of general comprehension. The essence

engineering is felt by engineers, but not well defined and expressed.

The occunence of such a situation is not sulprising. It may be attributed to two reasons.

First engineering design is very sophisticated. Secondly not enough rcsearch has been conducted.

" . . . little significant research to date has sought the philosophical foundations of
engineering. . . . Not only is there little research into the theory of engineering, . .

:,; 
Ou, engineers themselves are chronically averse to writing about their world. . .

"Because the pairing of engineers with their completed design is so enduring and
the paring with their use of method so fleeting, . . . " [Keon, 1985]

Coping with endless technical problems is engineer's daily duty. Engineers ale usually

fully occupied by production projects. Little time is left for them to ponder or write about the

philosophical foundation of engineering activities.

The lack of understanding unavoidably leads to some pessimistic assertions about

engineering design. An argument cited in the PERCARN study was:

" Only when problems cannot be structured must the problem solver 'resort' to
design. Design, therefore, typically deals with ill-structured problems, which are
more difficult to represent and solve."

"Design is sometimes characterized as search through a very large and complex
problem space . . . The resulting space is explosive and possible solutions are too
numelous to list. " IPRECARN Associates, 1989]

Subjects dealt with by engineers valy from small housewales to huge civil structures,

fi'om simple tools to sophisticated equipment. The diversity and complexity of engineeling

design can easily conceal the common feahlres of different problem solving approaches.

However, searches for the essence of engineering are persistent and fervent. Not only because

engineering greatly affects society, but also because engineering is a part of our human nature.

It

of



"I believe, and I argue in this essay, that the ideas of engineering are in fact in our
bones and part of our human nature and experience." [peû'oski, r992]

"I think that engineering is what human beings, deep down, want to do. Not only
the thing, but one of the most basic and satisfying things. Engineering is an
activity that is fulfilling-existentially." [Florman, l9B7]

Human nature has been forging the evolution of technology and society. Pursuits of

newel and bettel products never end. Engineers will continuously face new problems and new

challenges. The variation of problems plesented to engineers demands a systematic research of

engineering activities and a philosophical exploration of their essence.

Definitions of engineering range from plagmatic to abstract. Florman ll9}7) defined

engineering as:

"Although engineering is serious and methodical, it contains elements of
spontaneity. Engineering is an art as well as a science, and good engineering
depends upon leaps of imagination as well as painstaking care. Creativity and
ingenuity, the playfulness of original ideas-these are also a part of the engineering
view." [Florman, 1987]

Florman tevealed two characteristics of engineering. As an art, it involves creativity,

ingenuity and leaps of imagination. As a science, it is serious, methodical, and depending upon

painstaking care. Engineering is an organic combination of these two extremes.

Petroski emphasizes the participation of humans in the design process and the importance

of learning from previous designs. Back to the beginning of the engineering history, designs may

have started without any previous examples as reference.

"The earliest engineering struchrres may have been designed by trial and error, . .

. " [Petroski,1992]

Whether the trial was a success or an error, it gave later designers something to learn

from. Then engineering design became a process of improvement based on existing cases. From

this point of view, he stated:
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" Engineering, like poetry, is an attempt to approach perfection." [petroski, 1992]

The pursuing of perfection is a process of learning and improving. Unlike poets, who can

go back to a poem hundreds of times after its first publication, engineers seldom have the chance

to revise a completed project. Petroski especially stressed the importance of leaming fi.om

failures:

"I believe that the concept of failure-mechanical and structural failure in the
context of this discussion-is central to understanding engineering, for engineering
design has as its first and foremost objective the obviation of failure."

"The engineer . . . leams more from his mistakes and those of others than he does
from all the masterpieces created by himself and his peels. " [petroski, rggz]

The definition given by Koen is the one I like the most. His definition of engineering

was:

'r ... the strategy for causing the best change in a poorly understood or uncertain
situation within the available resources; ... " [Koen, i985]

This definition exprcssed a view of system engineering. Defining all possible states of a

design problem as a state space, engineering design can be viewed as a process of changing from

one state to another. A solution is then the evolution of best changes. But the best is by no

means absolute. It is an optimum under certain criteria, economical, technical, or combined with

other factors. Under such considerations, engineering clesign is an optimization pr-ocess.

A poolly undel'stood ot'uncertain situation nìeans that something is not well defined and

engineering judgment is required. It puts certain constraints on the design process, or the

optimizing process.

The best change is based on available resources that contribute to the solution. Wittr the

alteration of available resources, the best change will be different. From the viewpoint of system
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engineering, available resources are the input to the optimization process. The solution is the

system output.

2.2.2 Morphology of engineering design

Fox [PRECARN, 1989] characferized the design process as design-in-small and design-

in-large. Design-in-small implies those tasks performed by individual engineers when they turn

rcquirements into specifications and drawings. Conventional expert system models arc useful in

dealing with such problems. Design-in-large is the all-encompassing process shaped by each

small piece of the design task and normally carried out by large coordinated teams of engineers.

A broadly generalized knowledge-aid-design tool is required to facilitate this type of work.

At Brighton Polytechnic in England, a joint venture was conducted by the Departments

of Civil and Mechanical Engineering and the Information Technology Research Institute to

investigate ways of using expert systems in engineering design [Thompson, 1g8g]. In their

opinion, design operations can be broken down into synthesis and analysis, which are followed

iteratively until a satisfactoly design is found. The flow chart of the engineering design process,

as they desclibe it, is shown in Figure 2.1.

In the first step, designers use initial design specifications, with design literature and their

own expertise, to synthesize an initial design solution. This solution takes the form of fixed

design parameters that specify particular features, or constraints.

The next step is the analysis and evaluation of the design solution. Very often some

initial specifications are found to be unacceptable at this point. Designers need to reconsider

them or replace them with more appropriate values. Modification is repeated until an acceptable

design is obtained.

Miles and Moore [1989] expressed a similar opinion, but in different terms:

"The design of any structure can be said to consist of two stages. The first being
the conceptual design stage, in which the overall form of the structure is decided
upon. The second stage consists of a more detailed structural analysis, during
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which calculations are carried out
determine component dimensions. "

to verify the concephlal design choice, and

This definition is similar to the previous one. The conceptual design stage matches the

synthesizing process. The detailed structural analysis embraces the analysis and evaluation

process.

Client Letter Designer
Design Literature

(Design Codes,
ign Guides etc.)

Figure 2.1. T\e flow chart of the engineering design process [Thompson, 19g9]

A three-stage model of engineering design was proposed by McCarthy and Nouas

tl989l. It includes preliminary design, detailed design and analysis, and assessment of the

results. The suggested design cycle is shown inFigure2.2.

This definition differs from previous ones in that evaluation is separated from analysis.

That separation is reasonable. Although assessment and analysis are sometimes conducted

simultaneously, logically they arc two differcnt functions.

Initial Generation of
the Design Solution

(Features, Constraints
and Synthesis)

Analysis Evaluation
(Design Softrvare

& Designer)

Modification of the
Initial Input Specifications
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global
modification

GENERATE
CONFIGURATION

+
CANDIDATE

+
SELECT MODEL

RESULT

+
DESIGN ACCEPTED

Figure 2.2.'lt,e design cycle of engineering products [McCarthy and Nouas, 1989]

2.2.3 Summary

Defining the nature of engineering is still in its exploratory and diver.sified stage. The

understanding will improve as more researches are conducted.

Engineering design is a stereoscopic process. It can be examined from different

perspectives. Over emphasizing a vision from one viewpoint may tend to ignore visions from

other angles.

2.3 ArtifÏcial Intelligence (AI) Technology Applications

The following section is a brief review of AI techniques in agriculture and structural

engineering.

2.3.1 
^l 

in agriculture

As little as five years ago, the application of AI techniques in agriculture was still rare.

Traditional software was used for most computer-aided fàrming applications. Peart tl9g9l
stated:
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" where are we in applications? we are still learning the tools, we have some
good applications developed, but we are also still learning about the types of
problems that can be solved with ES and decision support systems" [Bamett et al.,
19891

Pursuing efficient production, harvesting, and processing is a characteristic of the

agricultural industry. The potential of AI techniques was recognized by agricultural engineers in

the late 80's. Since then the applications have been permeating to agricultural industry in an ever

faster pace.

The early applications of AI system were quite simple.

"The application of this remarkable science to agriculture began with the
development of simple, narrowly focused computer progïams designed to help
agriculturists make decisions." [Barrett et al., 1989]

Up to 1992, most publications on expert systems in agriculture still claim their works as

prototype. Most systems wele developed with expert system shells such as PC Plus [Schaper and

Lund, 19921, KESrM [Deer-Ascough et al.,1992], and PennShell [Heinemann et a1.,1992].

From 1992, more sophisticated systems started to appear. Most of them were developed

with software packages rather than simply ES shells. Universal programming languages were

integrated into systems to overcome the limitations of ES shells and to increase flexibility.

Conventional languages used include Pascal fBatchelor and McClendon, 1gg2), Basic fGupta

and Suryanto,l993l, and C++ [Evans et al., 1990; Beck et al., 1994].

AI systems in agriculture fall into different categories, including planning fRandhawa et

al., 1992; Beck et al., 19941, operational management [Evans et al., 1990; Schaper and Lund,

1992; YanDevender et al., 1994J, diagnostics fDeer-Ascough et al., 1992], and environmental

control lGauthier, 1992]. A very interesting application was described by Batchelor and

McClendon ll992l.It used the blackboard model to link two separate systems and to solve the

conflicts between them:
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"A blackboard was used to link an irrigation expert system with an insect pest
management expert system to detemine the most economical rescheduling
altematives for conflicting irrigation and insecticide scheduling
recommendations. The blackboard was demonstrated for several combinations of
insect and water stress levels. The blackboard was also used to stucly the effect of
rainfall probability on rescheduling conflicting irrigation and insecticide
applications. . . . " [Batchelor and McClendon, I99Z]

AI systems in agriculture have rapidly developed from prototype and shell constrained

programs into sophisticated packages. Most of the state-of-the-art computer techniques are

currently used in system development, including object-oriented programming, graphical user

interfaces, and relational databases. It can be expected that newer ways will be adopted as AI

techniques advance. As Holt I19891 stated:

"ES become functional but are never really finished. once a prototype is
developed, ftirther development, changes, evaluation, refinement and
maintenance proceed indefinitely." [Ban-ett et al., 1989]

2.3.2 Artifrcial Intelligence in structural engineering

There are increasing numbers of publications on AI applications in structural

engineering. While some systems were developed with AI languages [Miles and Moore, I9B9:

McCarthy and Nouas, 19891, most werc developed with existing expert system shells [Adeli and

Al-Rijleh, 1987; Thompson, 1989; Embleton, 19901. Current AI systems arc often developed

with an integlated package, a shell plus a programming language.

Expert systems developed with AI language are often the result of cooperation between

the engineering fìeld and the information field. The objective is to combine the engineering

experieuce of engineels with the softwale capability of computel' experts. Developels work hard

to fili the gap between the engineer's lack of mastery of AI language ancl the computer expelt's

lack of undelstanding of the engineer.ing design process.

Most expert systems developed with existing shells were narrowly focused. Some werc

oriented to the design, or selection, of a special component, such as a column base plate
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[McCalthy and Nouas,1989], timber roofs [Thompson, 1989], and roof trusses [Rowlinson,

19891. Others were developed for the automation of a single design step, such as the estimation

of snow loads and wind loads [Embleton, 1990], the design of structural elements [Ghosh and

Kalyanaraman, 1993), and fire protection analysis [Olynick, 1994]. The development of

EXSEL, an expert system for designing steel structural elements, was typical of such systems:

"The code requircments, expert knowledge, basic strength of materials, and the
handbook information used . are reprcsented applopriately using production
rules, C functions, and a relational data base. An infercnce mechanism is
used to implement the system. " [Ghosh and Kalyanaraman, 1993]

These systems were developed in diversified styles and operation routines. As the

editorials of Journal of Computing in Civil Engineering stated:

"They have existed as algorithmic "islands of automation," giving little support to
the more ill-structured aspects of the design process." [Garrett and Maher, 19911

r'... not a single CADD system is compatible with another. The confusion
generated by this deficiency is incrcdible. . . Information exchange between
systems at this point is extremely difficult, time consuming, and, as a result,
practically nonexistent. " [Thornton and Velivasakis, 1991]

The need for eliminating problems in communication and compatibility encouraged

research on integrated systems. Tyson U9911 gave some interesting guidelines for constructing

integrated systems:

'r1. Engineering judgment is an essential element of the design process. Software
should help engineers develop judgment and implement their own decisions. ...

2. Softwarc should include a data base that allows tholough interfacing between
analysis, design and drawing development operations. ...

3. Software should include special purpose routines as well as a general
purpose analysis pl'ogram . . .

4. Software should work on microcomputers so it is accessible to small design
office and a variety of project types. " [Tyson, 19gl]
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According to Tyson, engineers should not be excluded from the design process.

Computer software can be a design aid. Engineers still implement engineering judgment and

make decisions. Design aids for different functions of a design process, analysis, design, and

drawing, should be thoroughly interfaced. This opinion represents a typical expectation from

industry.

A model of communication for automated engineering design was presented by Morse

and Hendrickson Llgg|l. The blackboard architecture was recommended for building the

conceptual framework. It suggested four approaches of communication: procedural, rule-based,

object-oriented, and frame-based. Among the four apploaches, the object-odented technique was

claimed the best.

A practical approach for system integration was demonstrated in a prototype system

called Builder' [Jonathan et a1., 199I]. It attempted to use CAD results for later analysis and

design. The entities of a drawing were represented as semantic networks. The semantic network

rcpresentation was then used for later analysis.

"The semantic intent of the drawing originates with the user. Because it is menu-
driven, the Dlaw program forces the user to be explicit about the drawing
semantics. For example, instead of drawing two lines to symbolize a wall, the
user must select Walls from a monu. . . The system then uses two lines to
symbolize in the drawing that it knows to be a wall; ..." fJonathan et al., 1991]

In recent yeal's, case-based systems have gained attention in engineering design [Sycara

et al., 1991; Alciszewski and Ziarlio, I99I; Bailey and Smith, 19941. A case-based system

letrieves and reuses previous successful designs. Failure cases may be retúeved for information

puryoses. This provides designers eithel something to start with or ref-erences. It can be used as a

design aclvisor ol' a brainstorming assistant.

Now a major concerl in AI development is to improve the behavior of AI systems.

Some cunent fields of activity include: neural networlis [Elkordy et al., 1993; Flood and
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Kartam, 19941, genetic algorithms [Koumousis and Georgiou, 1994], and. fuzzy systems [Chen

et al., 1994). Efforts have been devoted to understanding and simulating computational

principles of the learning procoss, natural selection, and, fuzzy logic. Such principles provide

new approaches for dealing with nonlinear, discrete, and time-variant problems, or problems

without appropriate mathematical descriptions.

2.3.3 The principle of blackboard model

The blackboard model of problem solving consists of three major components:

knowledge soulces, a blackboard data structure, and a control module, as shown in Fig. 1.1.

Knowledge sources respond opportunistically to changes on the blackboard. With or

without a unique internal sttucture, a knowledge source is in general composed of two parts: a

prccondition part and an action part. The precondition part prescribes special situations on the

blackboald. When such situations appear, the action part is activated. The action part specifies

what and how a knowledge source contributes to the problem solving activity. It produces

changes to the blackboard that lead incrementally to a solution, or a set of acceptable solutions,

to the problem.

The blackboard is a global expression of the problem-solving state. It has a hierar.chically

organized data structure. Initial information or raw materials belong to the lowest hierar.chy.

Final solutions are on the highest hierarchy. Intermediate results stay on hierar-chies in between.

Incomplete information belongs to lower hierarchy levels whereas more completed information

is assigned to higher levels. Output of a Iower hierarchy is the input to a higher hierarchy.

The evolution of problem-solving states on the blackboard activates knowledge sources.

Knowledge sources get input from the blackboard and produce changes onto the blackboard.

Communication and interaction among knowledge sources take place through the blackboard.

The control module monitors and controls the evolution on the blackboard. Various kinds

of information are made available to the control module. Proper reasoning steps arc applied at
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each stage of solution formation. Problem-solving activities occur in an iterative sequence. They

are dynamic and opportunistic rather than fixed and preprogrammed.

The knowledge organization and control scheme ma[<e the blackboard model especially

suitable for solving complex problems with multi-phase, multi-resource, and ill-defined

structures.

2.3.4 Conclusion

The application and development of AI technology in both agriculture and engineering

are proceeding rapidly and steadily. Increasingly complicated AI systems are under

development. New approaches and new ways of thinking are being invented and adopted.

Programming of AI systems is gradually breaking through the limitations of pur.e shell or.

AI language use. More systems are developed with integrated programming environment, such

as a shell complemented by a database and universal language subprograms. Object-oriented

programming and graphical user interfaces aro becoming common tools in AI system

development.

For the most part, early systems addressed narrow applications with simple procedures of

problem solving and well-structured knowledge sources. Integrated systems were investigated to

solve problems of communication and compatibility. The blackboard architecture was

recommended in most cases for being the system frame. Object-oriented programming was

claimed as the best way of information exchange. Case base reasoning, neural networks, ftzzy

logic, and genetic algorithms are being added to AI systems to increase their functionality. The

pace of development has been increasing with time. With the emergence of new computer

technologies, such as the information highway, multimedia, and CD-ROMs, we can expect that

the development of AI systems will enter an era of even more promise and potential.
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3. SYSTEM MODEL OF THE DESIGN AID

3.1 Overview

A knowledge-based system, BEDA (Basic Engineering Design Aid), has been developed

'as an engineering design aid. In the construction of BEDA, engineering design was considered

as a multi-input, multi-constraints, and multi-output optimization process. The blackboard

architecture was adopted as the framework of the expert system. Information flows iteratively

within the system in a pattern of self-organizing and self-stabilizing. This chapter introduces the

system definition, blackboard frameworli, and control strategy of BEDA. They form the

theoretical basis, upon which the system model of this engineering design aid is based.

3.2 Engineering Design As An Optimizing Process

Physically, the design process of any engineeling product, be it a building, a machine, or

an electrical device, includes three levels: system design, subsystem design, and component

design. With a sophisticated product, there may be several levels of subsystems. With a simple

product there may be neither subsystem design nor system design. Functionally, design has two

phases: conceptual design versus analytical and detail design. System design focuses mor.g on

conceptual development. Component design mainly contains analytical and detail assessment.

System design and concephral design may be considered as higher levels of design, whereas

component design and analytical design as lower levels of design. Higher level designs regulate

lower level designs, while lower level designs constrain higher level designs. The whole design

procedure is an iterative process, which cycles from higher level to lower level, and back to

higher level. These cycles continue, until a compatible solution is reached.

From the viewpoint of system engineering, engineering design can be visualized as a

multi-input, multi-output, and multi-constraint optimizing process. The basic model is shown in

Fig.3.l.
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Fig. 3.1 Engineering design as an optimizing process

Input includes: use, size, site, cost, and any other initial specifications.

Output includes: final design results, both glaphical and textual, such as drawings,

materials lists, and specifications.

Optimizing objects would be to:

minimize the consumption (of money, materials, labot, and other elements)

maximize the capacity (of load, lifespan, flinctionality, space, and utilizations)

The optimizing process is under two categories of constraints: rigid and loose. Rigid

constraints include design codes, physical laws, environmental requirements, and design theory.

Loose constraints involve personal preference, experience, aesthetical attainment and/or even

cultural background. Rigid constraints must be strictly followed. Loose constraints are more

human factor related and can be loosely followed. Under rigid constraints, an optimizing process

may have no single solution. Loose constraints narrow the options down to a unique one.

The interaction between the system and its constraints continues as the optimizing

process proceeds. It is initiated in each design step to form a local optimal solution. Step by step,

a full scale optimal solution or suboptimal solution is achieved.
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3.2.1 Defïnition of the optimizing process

Optimization represents the best course of action from available alternatives. It conforms

to the principle of engineering design: to gain maximum utility with minimum consumption.

As mentioned above, the objective of engineering design is:

1. minimizing the consumption (of money, materials, labor, and other real elements), or

2. maximizing the capacity (of load, lifespan, functionality, space, and utilizations).

The two indexes are interchangeable in a design process. In most cases, minimizing the

consumption will maximize the capacity. Alternately, if the capacity is maximized, itfollows

that the consumption is minimized. One index may be easier to implement than the other in

different situations. Circumstances dictate which approach is more desirable.

It is suitable to express the objective in a quantitative form through the formulation of an

objective function I(x1, x2,..., x¡), which is to be minimized

Min I(x1 ,x)t...t x;), i:1 ,2,...,î.

In engineering design, the expense of labor, materials, space, and other physical items

can be evaluated in their equivalent cost index. The objective function can then be expressed

with a weighted linear equation:

I:a1Mn+ a2SO+ a3M1+ a4L6+...

Mn, Sp, M¡ and L6 are the equivalent cost indexes conesponding to money, space,

materials, and labor. a7, aZ, a3, and a4are, weighting coefficients. In different situations, the

importance of the labor, materials and space may vary. Weighting coefficients embody the

diversity.

Many rigid constraints in an optimizing process can be expressed mathematically. The

expression may take several forms:

i) Algebraic equality constraints

hi(x1, x),..., xn):O i:l,2,...,m1
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ii) Algebraic inequality constraints:

g.¡(x1, x2, ..., xn) <: 0 j:|,2,..., m2

iii) Differential or integral equation equality constraints:

dx1/dt:f¡(x 1,x2, ..., x.') i:\,2,..., m3

xi(O) : xig tg <: t <: tz

Suppose that the prices of all items remain stable during a design process, type iii)

constraints will disappear. The optimizing process then becomes a typical linear programming

problem.

Optimization problems expressed in the above fom have been extensively studied in

optimizing theory [Radford and Gero, I988]. Solution techniques are well documented and

widely accepted.

Engineering design does not fit into a simply defined pattern of optimization. A single

design stage may be a typical optimization problem in the traditional sense. But the whole design

process must be optimized in a more sophisticated way.

Besides gaining an optimal solution at each design step, we want the design process to

go along a general optimal path from step to step. The optimizing objective is achieved by

applying the objective fi:nction under rigid and/or loose constraints. Though constraints may

take different foms at different design stages ol in different designs, three design crjteria should

be met: safety, function, and aesthetics.

Constraints are embodied by production mles and ftinctional procedures in BEDA. Two

rules were cultivated for the optimizing process. The first is the rule of load-resistance

compatibility, i.e., factored resistance > factored load. It addresses the criterion of safety. The

second is the rule of space-compatibility. It means no dimensional conflict among components

and partially addresses the criterion of function. The criterion of aesthetics is addlessed by the

human designer, who is considered an integrated part of BEDA.
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3.2.2Two rules employed in the optimizing process

Rule 1: load-resistance compatible rule

This rule requires that the factored resistance be not less than the factorecl load applied to

a system or its components.

The requirement is basic for any design. Its mathematical expression depends on the

application field of the design. With electrical engineedng, the resistance and the load are

voltage and/or cunent related. With mechanical or civil engineering, the load and the resistance

are more likely force t'elated. There are well-established standards relating to load ancl resistance

in engineering design.

In wood design, for example, the apploach of limit states design is adopted (see section

5.3.2 for detail). If the factored load does not exceed the factored resistance, a safe design is

snsured. This rule was easily encoded into BEDA.

Rule 2: space compatible rule

The rule requires that there be no space conflict among components of a design. This

minimum functional rcquirement can be ensured with fixed algorithms.

Take two rectangular objects on a plane as an example:

The position of an object can be identified by the coordinates of its four corners (Fig.

3.2).

(axl, ay2) (ax2,ay2)

(ax I, ay l)

(bxl, byl) (bx2, byl)

Fig.3.2 Objects identified by coordinates
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Each coordinate is rcpresented by three characters:

1: the smaller coordinate,2: the bigger coordinate,
x: X dimension, y: Y dimension,
a: object A, b: object B,

In either the X or Y direction, if the smaller coordinate of one object is bigger than the

bigger coordinate of the other object, there is no conflict between the two objects.

The logic can be expressed as:

If (AXl > BX2) or (BXl > AX2) or (AYt > BY2) or (Byt > Ay2)

then there is no conflict between object A and object B.

If the above precondition is not met, there is conflict between the two objects.

For the purpose of installing, dismantling, or usage, operational space is often needed for

an object. It is the extra space other than what the physical object occupies. In such cases, the

rule requires that there be no conflict not only between any two objects, but also between any

object and the operational space of other objects. Conflicts among operational spaces are usually

not a problem since operational space can be shared. The position of an object, including its

operational space, can still be expressed by the coordinates of its four corners (Fig. 3.3).

obiect O loPerational" I space

(oax I, oay2)
(paxl,pay2) (pax2,pay2) (oax2,oay2)

(pax1,pay1) (pa,r2, payl) (oax2, oayl)
(oax l, oay I )

(pbxl.pbyl) (pbx2,pby1) (obx2,obyl)
(obx l, oby l )

Fig. 3.3 Objects with operational space
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Each coordinate is represented by four characters:

l: the smaller coordinate,2: the bigger coordinate,
x: X dimension, y: Y dimension,
a: object A, b: object B,
p: physical space, o: operational space.

The relationship becomes:

If [(OAXI > PBX2) and (PAXI > OBX2)] or

I(OBXI > PAX2) and (PBXI > OAX2)I or

[(OAY1 > PBY2) and (PAY1 > OBY2)] or

I(OBYI > PAY2) and (PBYI > OAY2)]

then there is no conflict between object A and object B.

If the above precondition is not met, then there is conflict.

The same logic can be generalizedto three-dimensional space and objects with more

complex shapes.

3.2.3 Conclusion

The optimization approach is an initial exploration of the engineering design process. Its

development is for guiding the construction of the BEDA system. The approach embodies basic

features of engineering design.

As an optimizing process, rigid constraints and optimizing lules can be readily encoded

into an expert system. They form a part of the knowledge base or the rule set. Loose constraints,

such as expertise, can be partially computelized.

The success of a design is evaluated by three criteria: safèty, functionality, and aesthetics.

The load-resistauce compatible rule secures the safety clitelia. The functionality criteria is

partially shielded by the space compatible rule. Additional rules are necessary for its full

coverage. The thitd criteria, aesthetics, should be addressed by the human designer.
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3.3 Framework of BEDA System - the Blackboard Architecture

The blackboard model of problem solving provides a workable organization of diverse

knowledge lesources, supports cooperations among various subsystems, and allows system users

to get involved in the design process. Under the blackboard architecture, knowledge sources can

then work opportunisticly under a unified framework. The model is suitable for solving

complicated problems, such as engineering design.

In BEDA, the blackboard architecture is shaped as shown in Fig. 3.4.

Fig. 3.4 The blackboard architecrure of BEDA

Knowledge sources include design codes, rule bases, conventional analysis tools, and

case bases. Intemediate results are kept in the global data store. The cornputel monitor with the

user-system interface acts as the blackboard monitor. Knowleclge sources are activatecl at

different design stages to contlibute to the data evolution process. The case base can make

contributions to the initial sketching. The rule base and analysis tools work for load recognition

and analysis. Design codes and the rule base are active in detail design stage. Under the

Initial Specification

Graphical and Verbal Output

Initial Sketching

Load Recognition
and Analysis
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coordinations and regulations of the blackboard monitor, the global data structure evolves fi'om

the initial specification to the final graphical and verbal output.

The blackboard data structure can be viewed as a three-dimensional information space.

Initial information, including the client's requirements, design codes, and other technical or

economic input, is on the x-axis. Hypotheses and/or tentative plans, complete or incomplete, are

on the y-axis. Final solutions, plausible or implausible, are on the z-axis.

The information mapping from the x-axis to the y-axis is a process of creation and

synthesis. The process is completed in the initial sketching and graphic editing stages. The

mapping fi'om the y-axis to the z-axis is a process of analysis and validation. It is finished in the

load analysis and detail design stages. Fig. 3.5 shows the blackboard data structurc.

Creation

Analysis and
Finalization

Information
Space

lfierachical
Structure

Design
Process

Fig. 3.5 The blackboard data süucture of BEDA

The control module consists of a blackboard monitor and a scheduler. The monitor is the

interface between the system and human designels. It monitors the problem solving process and

the state of knowledge sources being utilized. The problem solving process is marked by flags

on the blackboard. These flags act as stimuli to activate appropriate knowledge sources. When

itial Requiremen

Tentative Plan

Final Solution
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the current state of problem solving conforms to the precondition part of a knowledge source,

the action part of that knowledge source is activated. When more than one knowledge source

contributes to the design process, the scheduler selects the optimal activity. Therefore, the

process of problem solving is continuous and smooth.

Knowledge sources activate changes on the blackboard. For example, the Member

Design Unit of BEDA is a knowledge source. Its action part is the member design process based

on the limit states design, see section 5.3 for details. The appearing of results from finite element

analysis is a situation specified in its precondition part. When the situation appears, the member

design function is activated.

For engineering design, the analysis and validation process has been well studied and can

be fully computerized. The creation and synthesis process involves more human factors. From

oul' cunent understanding of human intelligence, a creative process can not be fully

computerized. Some parts of the process can only be finished by human designers. A human

designer can propose hypotheses and conceive tentative solutions from available information.

The mechanism needs further exploration before it can be replicated mechanically. So a

reasonable objective is the optimal man-machine combination in a design process.

A virtue of the blackboard model is its ability to bring human factors into the system. In

BEDA, the human designer becomes an integrated part. The system user, i.e., the designer,

functions as both a knowledge soulce and a scheduler. As knowledge sources, human designers

complete the knowledge base of the expert system. As decision makers, human designers encode

their own styles into the design results. The blackboard system treats the designer as an equal

among knowledge sources in the sense of their contribution to the problem solving process.

When faced with an unsolvable situation, the system calls for the participation of human

designers. As a control component, the designer functions in parallel to the builrin machine

scheduler. The human scheduler has priority over the machine scheduler and can override, or

complement, decisions made by ttre machine scheduler.
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The blackboard architecture makes the design process transparent to human designers. It

provides them a stage to employ cleativity and intelligence. If the human designer cannot lead

the system out of an impasse, the design process fails.

3.4 The Control Strategy of BEDA

In BEDA, information manipulation is controlled by two controllels, the human designer

and the system scheduler. The dual control mechanism is a conjugation of human intelligence

and machine power. It propels the evolution of any design process. The function process is

demonstrated in Fig.3.6.

Fig.3.6. Functions of the dual control mechanism

Human intelligence

structural shape of a design.

shows importance in creative

Machine power is more active in

processes, snch as cleciding the

analysis and calculation processes

Initial Input

Human Intelligence

Conceiving, Creation Calculation, Analysis

Dual
Control

Mechanism

Final Result
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to detetmine the dimensional shape of structural members. However, there arc overlaps between

the two control factors.

Engineering design is an iterative process which proceeds from undetermined to

determined and then to optimal. Information flow within BEDA follows a self-stabilizing a'd

self-organizing pattern cultivated from a cognitive moclel [Laszlo, 1969]. The model describes

the acting mode of human spiritual phenomena, which is logically homogeneous with the

thinking pattem of designers in engineering designs. The pattern is enforced by the control

mechanism as the control strategy of BEDA.

The cognitive model symbolizes a path of infomation flow as shown in Fig.3.7.

Information flows continuously along the sequence of E-p-C-R-E.

u\

\

Fig.3.7. The information flow chart

E is the information source and the data stolage. P acts as a selector ancl a filter.

Information confotming to system standards is picked trp, filtered, and sent to C. Unit C contains

system modes, or rules. As long as unit P induces information complying with the mles,

corresponding reactions arise from the system. C is also the control centre of the whole

information flow scheme. It analyses, manipulates and refines information accepted from p, and

then sends it to R. R is the reviewing and adjusting unit. Undel tlansforming conditions of the
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system, R is a particular reaction to the whole state and orients to all potential information in

unit E. It rechecks the adaptability of information to the system standards and the information

manipulating process. If the rcsults meet the requirement of the system, the information will be

sent to E.

As the process continues iteratively, noise contaminated infolmation is filter-ed ancl

refined. It becomes more and more hatmonized. with system standards. The result, in turn, eases

the information manipulation process so that more satisfactory output is produced. In this sense,

the system is self-stable.

The other characteristic of the system is self-organization. Standards of the system are

stable but not unchangeable. Unsuitable information introduced by P will engender tentative

rcactions in the system. The system can accordingly adjust its standards and structure. When the

input fits the system standards or rules, the information flow is maintained. Otherwise the system

will adapt itself through unit C.

Originally unit E contains badly structured infomation combined with noise. Through

continuous manipulation and processing, it gradually becomes an orderly and transparent

knowledge base. Necessary conclusions and reactions ale drawn from the ultimate version of E.

In BEDA, E represents the state space of problem solving. C represents the design

theory, physical laws, and the envisagement of design plans. P is the matching mechanism

between state flags on the blackboard and the precondition part of knowledge sources. R is the

examining and rechecking function, which is fulfilled jointly by the human designer and the

system scheduler. See Fig. 3.8.
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Problem Solving Space

Matching MechanismExamining Function

\
System standards

Fig. 3.8. Information flow chart within BEDA

The self-stability of the system is crjtical to its use in the design process. At the

beginning, E contains initial information, such as the client's requirements and unprocessed data.

As the design process proceeds, specific details evolve from tentatively defined plans. At the

end, an acceptable solution is obtained.

The self-organization allows progresses from the general case, as in design codes, to

specific cases within the design objective. It reveals the fact that engineering design is a

continuous adapting process between the concept and the reality, between the system and the

components, and between the general plan and the member details.
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4. THE GENERAL SYSTEM STRUCTURE OF BEDA

4.1. Overview

The prototype expert system, BEDA (Basic Engineering Design Aid), applies the design

process to wood-framed buildings for the purpose of system development. The principle can be

adapted to othel types of design. BEDA runs in the MSWindows environment on personal

computers (minimum requirement 33MHZ 386 machines with 4M RAM). It is intended to

provide a complement to engineers doing clesign and analysis worli.

BEDA has been developed using an integrated approach of AI programming and

conventional programming. Level5 Object, an Expelt System development environment, and

Borland Pascal werc the fundamental development tools. other software packages, including

Paradox, AutoSketch, and HelpAuthor, were used to facilitate various design functions.

Knowledge representation, information management, and logic inference were all written in

object-oriented programming. The blackboard model of problem solving forms the system fi.ame

for BEDA. It links all knowledge sources and rcstrains information flows within a design

process.

The goal is to create an intelligent softwarc package, which will streamline the design

process to make it faster, easier, and mole economical. As well, it will permit more complete

analysis without usual time requirements. The package is not developed for a single design

stage, such as AutoCad for graphics or finite element analysis software for strength analysis. It is
aimed at broad applications. The system includes, in fact requires, human experts in the design

process' With a builrin case base, BEDA provides not only a decision support but also a tutodal

tool for new designers.

The general structure of BEDA and its worliing principle arc hercin presented.
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4.2.The Working Process of BEDA System

4.2.1. General description of the wood-frame based BEDA

BEDA is designed to accommodate typical features of engineering design. Its working

process is patterned after human design routines. Without losing the generality, BEDA utilizes

the procedure of wood-frame building design as a vehicle for system development. The process

is divided into several design steps in the expert system (Britton et al., lgg2).Its flow chart is

shown in Fig.4.1.

Fig.4.1 The flow chart of the design process

Initial input to BEDA are basic requirements, functional or geometrical, about the design

subject. External loads, snow loads and/or wind loads in the instance of a wood-fi.amed building,

sustained by the subject are then estimated. Using graphic softwarc connected with BEDA,

Initial Input: usage, dimension,location, shape, ...

Preliminary Calculation: snow loads, wind loads,...

Basic Structure Sketches (Template Choice): arch, square,...

Retrieve Sketch, Loads,
Identify Members, Nodes

Situation Identification: loads, section, boundary

Point Out Design Flaws
Give Improving Advises

Member Assembly

Final Output: drawings, specifications, instructions
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designers can sketch a tentative design, letrieve an existing design case, or revise a previous

sketch. BEDA chatactetizes all elements of the sketch, identifies their situations, and calls up a

finite element analysis program to analyze internal loads and displacements of each structural

member. Based on the analysis, it carries on detailed member designs and recommends member

dimensions. Requirements for itelative cycles as the design develops are accommodated. Final

design output includes drawings, element lists, and material lists.

Main steps of the design process are described below.

4.2.2. Main steps of the design process

Sketchins a Desisn

Sketching is commonly the first step in a design process. Designer.s translate their

thoughts into tentative plans. Analyses, calculations, and revisions are then carried out to reach a

final design solution.

Sketching is done using extemal graphic software connected with BEDA. After a sketch

has been entercd, the tesult is retrjeved into the system. BEDA decomposes the sketch into lines,

arcs, and other simple geometric elements. The sketch is then represented as a collection of

objects in the knowledge base. See section 5.2.2 and,6.1 for details about objects. Each object

represents a structural member. The datafield of an object stores member's dimensions,

orientation, and types of connection with others. The methods of the object specify how the

object is manipulated in the system, such as storing, loading, drawing, printing and so on. As the

design process advances, such data as material type and section shape are added to each object.

A sketch is continuously refined as information develops in datafields.

Load Calculation and Structur.al Anal)¡sis

This functional unit is currently written for wood-framed structure design. In order to

broaden the application, different function units have to be developed for design subjects other

than buildings. But the system structurc and its working principle will remain the same.
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Extemal loads applied to a building are calculated according to the building's location,

geometric shape, and environmental factors. The calculations of snow loads and wind loads

strictly follow specifications of the Supplement to the National Building Code of Canada (NRC,

1990). Basic data for load estimation are stored in the database. Calculation conventions arc

stipulated in the knowledge base. All input and output are in a user-friendly format. The user can

easily examine different scenarios and compare the results.

After external loads arc determined, a finite element analysis program can be called to

determine the stress and deformation of structural members under any load combination. The

results are used later for detailed member design.

Detailed Design of Structural Members

Wood member design is written as object related methods ancl production rules in

BEDA. Mechanical and physical features of woods of different species and grades arc stored in

the database (CSA, 1989). A designer specifies material types and service conditions to be

considered. BEDA will either recommend a member size for the given loads, or the loads

sustainable by a member of specified size. Results are then added to the object representing that

member.

Result Outnut

Since BEDA is written in object-oriented programming, results of each design step are

automatically added to the datafield of conesponding objects. Objects are in a hierarchical

structure. Virtual commands are shared up and down the hierarchy by all polymorphous objects.

Design information can be outputted whenever it is necessary. Final recommendations by BEDA

include: drawings, lists of structural elements, and material lists. See Fig a26 in Appendix A for

example. The designer can either accept proposed results as the final design or go back to any

stage to refine the design.
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It should be noted that the level of refinement of formatted output is not intended for

final use at this stage. Commercially available programs linked to BEDA would be required to

meet design office needs. Capability of making these links is demonstrated but the Iinks have not

been incorporated.

4.3. The Construction of BEDA

4.3.1. General description

Engineering design applies analysis and synthesis in an iterative and dynamic way, in

which information flows in fotms of data, drawings, and descriptions. Some parts of the work

ate logic inferences suitable for AI programming. Other tasks are routine analysis and

calculations that can be done by conventional programming. The polymorphous information

flows and knowledge transformations aro not easily implemented by either AI programming or.

conventional programming alone.

BEDA is developed as several function units, with each accommodating a specific

function of engineering design: External Load Calculation, Graphics Processing, Finite Element

Analysis, and Member Design. Various software packages are employed in the construction of

BEDA: Paradox for database management, AutoSketch (ol AutoCad) for graphics editing, and

HelpAuthor for case base development. Routine analysis, calculations, and infolmation

manipulations ale written in Borland Pascal. Level5 Object is used for typical AI procedures and

as a server to coordinate all function units. Fig.4.2 shows a glaphic representation of functional

interactions of BEDA system.

BEDA is constructed following the scheme of the blackboard model of problem solving.

Its central unit features three components: schedulet, interface, and blackboard. The scheduler

coordinates the functioning of all units and controls infomation flows. The blackboard is a data

shucture where the system and all units store their input and output data. Through the interface,

a user can either trace data evolution or participate in system control. All function units

contribute as knowledge sources.
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Level5 Object

Initial Input: usage, dimension, location, shape, ...

Preliminary Calculation: snow loads, wind loads, ...

Help Author

Central Unit
tructure Sketches

te Choice): a

Identify Members, Nodes

Situation Identifîcation: loads, section, boundary

FE Analysis

Final Output: drawings, specifications, instructions

End
User

Fi9.4.2. The interactions of function units in BEDA

Typical logic inferences and a part of the user machine interface were developed in

Level5 Object. Level5 supports backward-chaining, forward-chaining, and procedural inference

sûategies. Through its database and file management functions, Level5 can share data resources,

intemediate information, and final results with extemal programs. Its built-in communication

engine allows the activation of external programs through Level5 object rules or methods. Under

the system control, other function units are connected, executed, or closed.

AutoSketch is connected with BEDA for design concept development. Currently BEDA

accepts and manipulates graphics in ùrJ' format therefore results are saved in this form. Other

graphical software can be used to substitute for AutoSketch as long as it can produce dxJ f|les.

Details of graphics manipulation are given in section 5.2.
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Units for engineering calculation, finite element analysis, and member design are

developed in Borland Pascal. Information flow within them is object-oriented. Input from other

units, such as AutoSketch and Level5 Object, is first tlansformed to object representations by

subunit DXFDEAL and LSODEAL. The object-oriented information manipulations are detailed

in Sections 5.2, 5.3, and 6. 1.

A case base is developed with HelpAuthor, in a style similar to standard Windows on-

line help. It contains available templates and successful cases for each design step. Bad examples

and design failures are also stored for waming references. Together with on-line help, it guides

end users through the design process. See section 6.2for detail about case base and on-line help.

Design data from design codes are stored in a database developed in Paradox. Data arc

physically stored in clbJ frles. Weather data and physical features of building matelials are among

the data in database.

4.3.2. Blackboard data structure

Engineering design with BEDA is a process of information transformation, from initial

rcquirements to final solutions. The blackboard reflects the process of data evolution, although

real changes happen inside each function unit. Ignoring functioning details in each unit and

classifying program units according to their development tools, we can illustrate the blackboard

data structure as Fig.4.3 shows.

In Fig.4.3, dash-lined squares are knowledge sources that produce the data change. The

large solid-lined square is the blackboard, a global data store for BEDA. It can be viewed as a

data structure of three hierarchies. In the first layer are the initial user input and raw system

materials. Intermediate results from function units are in the middle layer. Final results go to the

final layer.

Initial user input goes through the system interface, which allows a user to change

attrjbute values in the system knowledge base. Information from the case base and data base is in

the category of raw material that is put into the blackboard in foms of cas files and ctbJ files,
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respectively. A cas file is retrieved directly from the case base, while all dbJ'flles are connected

to the system through Level5's database management function.

end

r
I

I

iF*õn$ti
iFunction Unit¡

¡Final Output

HelpAuthor
Case Base

AutoSketch I

iGraphical Tool 
I

t--
iBorland Pascal I

i Function Unit I
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Database

-1

I

I

Fi9.4.3. The blackboard data structure

Design tesults fi'om AutoSketch and the Level5 unit are sent to the blackb oard. as tlxJ

files and /5r.¡ files. They form the input to the Borland Pascal unit. Most of the final output

originates from the Borland Pascal unit in form of bpo files. Some parts of results from the

Level5 unit are included in the final output.

4.3.3. The information flow in BEDA

Information flow in BEDA, from initial requirements to final solutions, is an iterative

process. It reflects the nature of engineering design. Knowledge may go through a few cycles in

different function units until an acceptable solution is reached.

middle

final
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Knowledge and information may have different forms. However they are all represented

and manipulated as objects in the blackboard data structure. This can be accomplished because

both Level5 object and Borland Pascal support object-oriented programming.

Final results of a design are the appropriate dimensions, orientations, and materials of all

structural members. In BEDA, each structural member is represented as an object, with a

datafield specifying its attributes and methods stipulating the way it is manipulated. The design

subject, a wood-fi'ame building in this instance, is identified as a collection of objects. In

general, any entity in an application is identified as an object or an set of object.

The initial sketch of a design is transferred to a collection of graphical elements, lines,

arcs, etc., fi'om its dxJ'file. At the begining, each graphical element is identified as at least one

object with an almost empty datafield. During the design process, knowledge is contributed from

various knowledge soulces, manipulated by each function unit, checked by the control

mechanism, and distributed to the datafields of the objects. Specific filnctional details arc

outlined in Chapters 5 and 6. The process is govemed by design theories and common sense

logic. When the datafields of all objects are properly filled, the design process is finished.

4,3.4. The blackboard scheduler

BEDA adopts a dual control mechanism through an automatic scheduler and the human

designer. Information flow in BEDA is initiated and controlled by the dual control mechanism.

It starts a selected function unit at the proper design stage and coordinates the operation of all

filnction units.

The automatic scheduler is a rule based decision supporting module. It has a set of built-

in standards to evaluate the design process. States of problem solving are marked by flags on the

blackboard. Based on flag changes, function units are activated or stopped. The scheduler keeps

checking information changes on the blackboard. According to the evolution of the problem

solving process and current states of function units, it initiates or advises for proper system
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actions. If changes tend to lead inclementally to a solution to the problem, the activities will be

intensified. If the trend is toward a dead end or an unacceptable solution, it will be adjustecl.

The human designer or the system user is considerecl an integral part of the control

mechanism. BEDA is not a black-box styled, fully automatic system. It emphasizes the

participation of human designers in the control of the problem solving process. Human

controllers complete the system control mechanism. They have a higher priority than the

machine scheduler and can ovenide decisions made by it. Whenever the machine scheduler fails

in an inference process, the system will call for the contribution of human designers. All human-

machine interactions take place through the special built user-machine interface, detailed in

Section 6.3.

4.4. Conclusion

BEDA is a knowledge-based system for engineering analysis and design. It allows

designers to maintain control of the design process, but utilize the work rcduction capabilities of

the computer.

The blackboard model of problem solving was adopted as the basic system framework. It

permits the use of diverse knowledge sources. Commercial software packages are utilized to

accommodate various functions of BEDA system.

BEDA is composed of several functional units. Each implements a special function of

engineering design. Some can operate as a stand-alone design tool. All units are self-contained

and independent from each other. This makes it easy to revise, upgrade, or generali ze the

functions of BEDA. A single unit can be partly revised to reflect the change in design theory and

practice without affecting other units.

BEDA runs under the MSWindows envilonment on DOS computers. The system was

tested for design of wood-framed buildings.
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5. FUNCTIONAL UNITS OF BEDA

BEDA consists of several functional units. The working procedures and the construction

of these individual units are discussed in detail in following sections. Discussions rclate

specifically to the BEDA for wood-frame buildings.

,:!t

5.1. The Precalculation Unit

5.1.1. Introduction

The Precalculation Unit of BEDA has been developed in Level5 Object, an expert system

shell. It was created to calculate external loads applied to the building under design. The

calculations were based on the user's initial input about the building, including the basic shape,

the location, and the usage.

Extemal loads include, but need not be lestricted to snow load, wind load, and

earthquake load. Procedules for estimating snow load and wind load were encoded into the

system. The specific objectives for creating this unit were:

(1) to encode the procedures for estimating snow load and wind load as production mles in the

knowledge base of BEDA, complying with the National Building Codes of Canada (NBCC)

(NRC, 1990) and the Supplement of NBCC (SNBCC) (NRC, tgg});

(2) to store meteorological data, including the ground snow load and the reference velocity

pressure of wind, across Canada in the database of the expert system;

(3) to automate the process of identifyin-q situations from the input, tracing data from the

database, and activating appropriate procedures to calculate snow load and wind load; and

(4) to present results with descriptions and graphics through a windows-styled user interface.

The development of this function unit was to liberate designers from the tasks of

searching values from tables and calculating the resulting parameters. These are the most tedious

and enor prone works in extemal load estimations. Meteorological data across Canada were

stored in the database of BEDA. Load calculation procedures were encoded as production rules
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in the knowledge base. Once users specify the location and the basic geometry of the structure

under design, the expert system will calculate external loads complying with NBCC (NRC,

1990).

5.1.2. Snow load estimation

Snow loads are the environmental effects on the building due to snow accumulation on

the roofs. They are one of the main causes in the failure of agricultulal buildings in Canada.

Snow loads on roofs vary dramatically with geographical location (climate), site exposur.g, and

shape of the building.

Snow load estimation for building design is specified in Secrion 4.1.7 of NBCC (NRC,

1990) and Commentary H of SNBCC (NRC, 1990). In the design codes, the snow loading, S, on

a roof or other building surface subject to snow accumulation is calculated as:

S:Ss(C6C*CrCo)+S,

where

Ss: the ground snow load (kPa)

Sr: the associated rain load (kPa)

C6 : the basic roof snow load factor

Cw : the wind exposure factor

C, : the slope factor

Cu: the accumulation factor

Ground snow load S, and the associated rain load S, fot' 644 geographical locations

across Canada are tabulated in Design Data for Selected Locations in Canada in SNBCC (NRC,

i990). The basic roof snow load is set at 80 per cent of the ground load, i.e., C6 : 0.8. Other

roof snow load factors, Cq7, Cr, and Cu, are functions of site exposure, geometly of the building,

and load cases. The calculations of C1y, Cr, and Cuare specified in SNBCC (NRC, 1990) from

Figure H-1 to Figure H-6.
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To design a building, three different cases of snow loading need to be consiclered. Case I

is uniformly distributed snow load identified as S 1, Case 2 the nonuniformly distributed load 52,

and Case 3 the unusual situation of snow load 53.

In a traditional design process, the designer needs to identify a location, which is the

nearest to the building site, from the 644locations listed in the table of Design Data for Selected

Locations in Canada. The ground snow load S, and the associated lain load S, are then decided

for that location. Roof snow load factors, C6, C1y, C5, and Cu for the three load cases are

calculated following specifications in SNBCC (NRC, 1990). Some calculations are very

complicated, such as those for arch or curved roofs, which involve lengthy formula deductions

and integrations.

5.1.3. Wind load estimatÍon

Wind loads are the specified pressure or suction due to wind on part or all of a surface of

a building. Wind load estimation for building design is specified in Secrion 4.1.8 of NBCC

(NRC, 1990) and Commentary B of SNBCC (NRC, 1990). In the codes, the wind loading, P, on

a building surface is calculated as:

P : qC"C,CO

where

P : the specified static extemal pressurc acting statically and in a direction normal to the

surface either as a pressure directed towards the surface or as a suction directed away

fi'om the surface (kPa),

q : the reference velocity pressure (kPa),

C" : the exposure factor

Co : the gust effect factor

Cn : the external pressure coefficient averaged over the area of the surface considercd.

The net wind load for the building as a whole is the algebraic difference of the loads on

the windward and the leeward surfaces. In some cases it may be calculated as the products of the
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extemal pressuros or suctions and the areas of the surfaces over which they are averagecl (NRC,

1990).

The net specified pressure due to wind on part or all of a surface of the building is the

algebraic difference of the external pressure or suction and the specified intemal pressure or

suction (NRC, 1990). The specified internal prcssure due to wind is calculated flom:

Pi : qC"C.CO

where

P¡ : the specified static internal prcssure acting statically and in a direction normal to the

surface either as a pressure directed towards the surface or as a suction directed away

from the surface (kPa),

q : the rcfercnce velocity pressllre (kPa),

C" : the exposure factor

Co : the gust effect factor

Cpi : the internal pressure coefficient.

The refelence velocity pressure, q, with a probability of being exceeded in any one year

of 1 in 10, 1 in 30, and 1 in 100 are tabulated in the Design Data for Selected Locations in

Canada in SNBCC (NRC, 1990) for 644 geographical locations across Canada. Wind load

factot's, Cs, Co, CO, and Cpi, are functions of site exposure, geometry of the building, and other

factors. Their calculations are specified in SNBCC (NRC, 1990) from Figures B-7 to Figure B-

12.

Traditionally, the designer identifies a building site from the 644locations in Canada and

then determine the reference velocity pressule q for that location. Wind load factors, Cs, Cg, Cp,

and Cpi, are calculated following specifîcations in SNBCC (NRC, 1990). Wind load estimation

is an extremely drcary exercise with manual calculation. Wind load is clifferent for different

surfaces: end walls, side walls, and roofs. Its calculation is also different for main structural

members, secondary structural elements or cladding, and the building as a whole. Wind effects
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are decided not only by the location, site exposure, and geological status of the building, but also

the openings on the building, wind directions, and other factors.

5.1.4. Construction of the function unit

5.1.4,1. Expert system shell

A commercial expert system shell, LEVEL5 Object (LEVEL5 for short)

(INFORMATION BUILDERS, 1993), was used to develop the ftrnction unit for extemal load

estimation. LEVELS featutes object-oriented programming, production rule language, relational

database model, and interactive user interface. A built-in inference mechanism provides a

combination of backward-chaining, forward-chaining, and procedural infen'ing strategies.

Through its database management and file management function, LEVEL5 can share with

extemal programs data resources, intermediate knowledge and final results.

In LEVELS, knowledge is represented in a class structure, with attributes defining its

characteristics, instances holding actual values, and methods or rules regulating its behaviours.

When a knowledge base is developed , any entity in the application is identified as a class or an

attribute of a class. A class can inherit other classes. When a class is inherited, its atû-ibutes,

instances, and methods are all inherited.

Two types of methods can be attached to an attribute: the WHEN-NEEDED method and

WHEN-CHANGED method. A WHEN-NEEDED method specifies the way of evaluating rhe

attribute when its value is needed in the refening process. A WHEN-CHANGED method

specifies a series of actions which will be triggered by the value change of the attribute.

The inference mechanism supports both backward-chaining and forward-chaining.

Backward-chaining starts from a hypothesis or a goal. It infers backward along a chain to find

the evidence supporting the hypottresis ol the goal. Forward-chaining stafts with known facts or

conditions to infer new facts. A chain of inference consists of a sedes of rules, demons, and

methods. Rules and demons ale all IF-THEN statements, expressing the logic r.elationships

between causes and effects. A method contains a sequence of procedural statements. The
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WHEN-CHANGED method is executed when its attlibute changes value. The WHEN-NEEDED

method is fired to detetmine the value of attributes. Backward-chainings use WHEN-NEEDED

methods and rules. Whereas forward-chainings use WHEN-CHANGED methods and demons.

5,1.4.2 Knowledge representation

Knowledge is represented as classes and class-related methods in BEDA. Classes

represent declarative knowledge. Their methods and production rules replesent procedural

knowledge.

Class and Attributes

Snow load is defined as a single class in the knowledge base. All palameters for snow

load estimation arc identified as attributes under the snow load class. Attributes are the subjects

being manipulated by methods and production rules.

The Snow Load class includes the following attributes:

51, 52, 53: final goals,

Sg, S¡, Cu, C6, C*, Cr: parameters,

roof shape, roof exposure: query items,

OKin, OKoul: control flags.

Query items are the basic information queried from the end user by the expert system.

OKitt and OKoul are control flags used by the system to control the inference process. Each

control flag or query item has a corresponding interface item on the user-input windows. See

Fig.5.1, the input window for snow load estimation, for an example. Through the interface, a

user can respond to a query or change the state of a control flag.

In the knowledge base, a class is introduced by the reselved word "CLASS" and followed

by its attributes. Attributes are initiated with the reserved word "WITH". The Snow Load class

and its attributes in the expert system is expressed as follows:
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CLASS Snow Load
WITH snow load S1

WITH roof exposure
WITH Roof shape
WITH OKi' SIMPLE

Fig.S.1. The input window for snow load estimation

An attribute can be of such type as STRING, NUMERIC, SIMPLE, COMPOUND,

COLOR, PICTURE, RECTANGLE, or TIME. It can be assigned an initial or a default value.

Each attribute has several inference facets. These facets designate the strategy used by the

inference mechanism to process the attribute and the way in which the attribute is queried from

end users. In the knowledge base, features of an attribute are specified with further descriptions.

For example:

WITH Load situation COMPOUND
gable flat or shed roof,
simple arch or curved roof,
arch or curved roof with unobstructed slippery surface,
valley zuea of roofs,
lower level of adjacent roofs,
lower roof with sloping upper roof,
area adjacent to roof obstructions;

INIT gable flat or shed roof
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As illustrated, the attribute "Load situation" is of the COMPOUND type. The type of an

attribute is specified by the capitalized word immediately following the name of that attribute.

Load situation can take the value of "gable flat or shed roof ', "simple arch or curved roof ' ol

any of the other choices listed under the attribute. The reserved word "INIT" assigns an initial

value "gable flat or shed roof ' to Load situation.

Attribute Related Methods

The procedural knowledge in BEDA is represented as production rules in the rule base.

These production rules codify the operational logic, rules-of-thumb, and cause-and-effect

relationships that comprise the actions of an application.

All production rules are expressed as attribute related methods in BEDA. A method is

activated when its related attribute changes value or the value of that attribute is under pursuit in

the inference process.

Fol example, the WHEN-NEEDED method for Case 1 snow load, 51, is fired when

BEDA pursues the value of S 1. In the knowledge base, the method is expressed as:

WITH snow load S 1 NUMERIC
WHEN NEEDED
BEGIN
IF Load situation IS simple arch or curved roof THEN

snow load 51 ,: S, ','Cb 'k C* + Sr.

ELSE
snow load 51 ,: S, * Cb * C* * C, + S,

END

The attribute, snow load S 1, is introduced by the reserved word "WITH". Its type is

"NUMERIC". A WHEN-NEEDED method is introduced by the reservecl word "WHEN

NEEDED" and positioned right after the type specification of the attribute. The logics of the

method are in the "IF THEN ELSE" fomat and bracketed with the resewed words "BEGIN,'

and "END". Whenever the value of S 1 is needed in the infercnce process, this method is

activated and S1 is calculated accordingly.
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Similarly, a WHEN-CHANGED method is introduced by the reserved word "WHEN

CHANGED". It has the same folmat and position as a WHEN-NEEDED method in knowledge

representations. For example, the WHEN-CHANGED method for attribute OKin is written as:

WITH OKi., SIMPLE
WHEN CHANGED
BEGIN
PURSUE snow load S 

1

PURSUE snow load 52
PURSUE snow load 53

END

OKin is an attribute of "SIMPLE" type. It takes the value of 'True' or 'False'. When its

value changes during the inference process, the WHEN-CHANGED method is fired. The

"PURSUE" command forces the system to pursue the value of an attribute.

Database

The database is an integral part of the knowledge base in BEDA. [t stores the design data

from SNBCC (NRC, 1990), including Ss, Sr, and q. BEDA has a relational database developed

in Paradox. It consists of 0 dbJ'flles, each containing design data for one province or tenitory of

Canada.

In the knowledge base, database is a special class. It has the same structure as tts clbJ'

files, with each attribute reprcsenting a field of the files. All data management functions

associated with files arc incorporatecl into the knowledge base. BEDA treats a clatabase class the

same as other classes in the knowledge base.

The l2chf files form 12 instances of the database class. A set of methods is developed

and attached to the database class. BEDA can automatically look through the database and

search for suitable design data during the inference process.



5.1.5. Procedures for snow load estimation

Snow load estimations in BEDA strictly follow specifications of NBCC (NRC, 1990) ancl

SNBCC (NRC, i990). The three cases of snow load, Sl,52, and 53, constitute the inferring

goals in snow load estimations. The relationship between the goals and their preconditions is

summarized in the flow chart shown in Fig.5.2:
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Fi9.5.2. The knowledge tlee of snow load estimation

This chart can be viewed as the knowledge tlee for snow load estimation. It reflects the

paths of information flow in the system. Its base level is the information source. The top level is

the goal. Attributes on any level are achieved based on attributes on the level below. In Figure
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building geometry and site exposure. When all basic information is obtained, the calculation

process goes backwards from lower levels to upper levels until the three snow loads are

achieved.

When necessary, BEDA will query the user for information input. The following is a list

of items queried by the system:

Geographical location (2 items):

Province

Location

Site exposure (3 items):

Is the roof wind exposed?

Is the building north of h'eeline?

Is the building a low human occupancy building?

Geometry of the building (rooÐ (3 items):

The roof slope

Is the roof unobstructed slippery?

Load situation

gable flat or shed roof,

simple arch or curved loof,

arch or curved roof with unobstructed slippery surface,

valley area of roofs,

lower level of adjacent roofs,

lower roof with sloping upper roof,

area adjacent to roof obstructions.

When the user specifies the Load situation, the system may query a few more items.

Depending on the roof type, information such as roof span for arch or curved roof, elevation

difference between adjacent roofs, and/or width of a roof obstruction, may be requested.
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When the input is over, the usel'can mouse-click an OK button on the user interface. The

button is attached to the attribute OKin of the Snow Load class. Clicking it changs the value of

OKin and fires its WHEN CHANGED method. The Pursue commands in the method then

trigger WHEN NEEDED methods associated with snow loads S 
1 , 52, and 53. It starts the goal

ddven, backward-chaining process of snow load calculations.

When the calculations are complete, an output window (see Fig.al0) will be activated to

display the results. An OK button on the window, which is attached to the attrjbute OKout of the

Snow load class, can be clicked to terminate the execution of the functional unit.

5.1.6. Procedures for wind load estimation

Procedures for estimating wind loads are similar to those for estimating snow loads. They

strictly follow specifications of NBCC (NRC, 1990) and SNBCC (NRC, 1990). The r-elarionship

between the goals and their pleconditions is summarized in Fig.5.3.
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Fig.5.3. The knowledge ree of wind load estimation

The base level of the flow chart is the information source. The top level is the goal.

Again a solid line indicates a direct value assignment from a lower level to an upper level. A

dashed line indicates that the upper attribute is evaluated, using a predefined method, on the

basis of lower attributes.
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The following is a list of items queried by BEDA for wind load estimations:

Geographical location (2 items):

Province

Location

Design situation (4 items):

building as a whole,

main structnral member for strength,

main structural member for deflection or vibration, secondary stmctural element or

cladding

Openings on the building

large or significant opening on one wall,

nonuniformly distributed openings

small uniformly distributed openings

airtight

Geometry of the building (4 items):

The roof slope

Building length

Building width

Building height or wall height

Human occupance

high

low

After the input is over, the user can mouse-click an OK button on the user input display.

It starts the goal dt'iven, backward-chaining process of wind load calculations. Results arc

displayed on an output window, as shown in figure 5.4. An OK button on the window can be

clicked to terminate the execution of this functional unit.
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Fig.5.4. The output window for wind load results

5.1.7. Summary

External load estimations have been encoded as a functional unit of BEDA. The unit is

knowledge based and written in Level5 Object. Users specify the graphical location, site

exposure, and geometry of the building. The system accomplishes tedious tasks of searching

tables and calculating parameters. The interface was designed to be user-friendly. Minimum user

input and clear presentation are attained.

5.2. From Graphical Design to Structural Analysis

5.2.1 Overview

Engineering design involves sequential altemations between sketching and analysis.

Sketching is a creative process, in which designers conceive tentative configurations of a design.

Analysis is a stage to verify contemplations and to determine parameter values. Analysis often

results in revisions to the sketch. Once a sketch is revised, it normally needs another round of

analysis.
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Computer softwate has been developed for each of the two design stages. In the last 10

years, the technique of Computer Aided Design (CAD) has experienced rapid development. Two

independent fields of CAD have evolved. One is the Computer Aided Graphics Design (CAGD).

Software for CAGD includes such programs as AutoCAD, DesignCAD, and AutoSketch. The

other field is Computer Aided Analysis (CAA), which includes many Finite Element Analysis

programs. CAD techniques have teached a stage wherc sophisticated graphics or analysis works

can be done easily with computer programmes.

CAD techniques bring great advantages to engineering design. Many CAGD programs

support interactive graphical design. Graphics can easily be drawn, edited, and even storcd for

future use. Results can readily be printed out with printers or dlawn with plotters. Some

Computer-Aided Analysis Programmes have adopted well advanced mathematic methods, such

as Finite Element Analysis, Boundary Element Analysis, and other special techniques. Complete

analysis can be preformed for large and complicated structures.

Unfortunately, the two sequential procedures of a design process form two isolated fields

in CAD. Direct linkages between the two are rarely seen [Gauett and Maher, 19911. The process

of Computer Aided Graphics Design stops once graphics are complete. Its results cannot be

directly used by analysis programs. Users must re-input all information of the drawing into the

analysis program. Just consider the identification of coordinates of all the graphical elements, the

data identification and input is obviously a time-consuming and error-prone process.

Information is represented differently in CAGD and CAA. Basic information

manipulated by graphic software is in the form of geometrical elements, which are intuitive and

close to the physical shape of a design subject. Programmes for analysis mainly deal with

variables and numbers, which provide more accurate descriptions and are more appropriate for

calculations. The difference is a majol obstacle to linking the two fields.

BEDA adopted an object-oriented approach for linking the graphical design process with

the structural analysis process. An intelligent link was built to convert graphics into collections

of objects, which can then be directly input to analysis programmes. A user-machine interface
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was developed for identifying connection types, boundary conditions, and extemal loads of the

structure.

The object-oriented knowledge representation is not limited to linking graphical design

with structural analysis. It is the way of integrating all functional units in BEDA.

5.2.2 Object-oriented knowledge representation

Objecloriented knowledge representation is similar to the frame-based knowledge

lepresentation in artificial intelligence. An object is an abstlact replesentation of the physical

element. Any subject, a building, a bridge, or a car, can be identified as an object and/or a

collection of objects. A more complete discussion of objects is given in Section 6.1. For

information beyond, the reader is refelred to references such as Borland Pascal with Objects,

User's Guide [Borland, 1990].

In engineering design, ttre subject under design is the focus of all working stages. At the

graphical design stage, the subject is rcpresented as a collection of geomeûical elements, such as

lines, curves, or circles. In finite element analysis, it is represented as a collection of elements,

such as line segments, triangles, or rectangles. Except for their physical meanings, all elements

are similar objects. Each object forms a basic element for manipulation, represents a piece of the

subject, and presents itself with unique coordinates and orientations.

A distinguishing feature of objects is the integration of data and code. Data regulate the

flow of code. Code manipulates the shapes and values of data. In programs, an object is very

much like a record attached to a few blocks of code. The record is the datafield of that object,

which wraps related parameters under the object's title and describes its characteristics. Attached

code blocks, called methods, are special procedures or frinctions to regulate its behaviours. With

datafield and methods, an object models the physical element, or elements, it represents.

Certain programming languages, such as C++ and Boriand Pascal, support object-

oriented programming. Within BEDA, the interface for Iinking graphical design and strucftire

analysis is wdtten in Borland Pascal.
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In BEDA, the basic object used for linking graphical design and strucfural analysis is

TMember, (see Section 6.1). TMember is an abstract representation of structural elements. Each

element of a design subject can be identified as a TMember type object. The whole structure

being designed is represented as a collection of such objects. Borland Pascal provides a special

type of object, called collection, for holding objects. A collection type object is a dynamically

sized object storage. It has an initial size but can grow at run time to accommodate stored data. It

can host objects of different types and sizes. Methods can be built in it to manipulate those

objects held within the collection.

For wood-frame building design, a collection type object, named BUILDING, is defined

to host structural elements reprcsented by TMember type objects.

5.2.3 From DXF type of drawings to objects

The first step to link graphics design with analysis proglams is to translate a graphic into

a collection of objects, with each object representing a sÍ'uctural element. Objects are easy to

manipulate for analysis programs. They are used as direct input to the analysis unit in BEDA.

In principle, any graphics can be represented as objects. Results from most graphical

software can be saved as disk files. Any file is formed under specific rules. When these rules are

known, graphic files can be transfomed into objects accordingly.

It is much easier to transfotm vector styled graphics than bitmap styled ones. A vector

styled graphic is represented and stored as a set of graphical elements, which can readily be

transform to objects. Bitmap files represent a whole picture as a stack of neighbouring points.

There is no obvious distinction between elements. In the future, artificial intelligence may be

employed to write production rules to distinguish graphical elements, following a process similar

to that of human visions.

BEDA has the capability to read in a file, identify graphical elements, and represent them

as objects. The file must be in DXF format. No other graphic fomat has been utilized at this

time.
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DXF, a "Drawing Interchange" file format fAutodesk, 1988], is one of the most popular

file formats for interchanging vector styled drawings among graphic programmes. Many graphic

software packages, including AutoCAD, DesignCAD, and AutoSketch, sllpport DXF fomat for

drawing fìle representation.

A DXF file is a standard ASCII text file with a suffix ".dxf '. Its HEADER section and

TABLES section specify the linetype, text style, user coordinate system, and other general

information. Definitions of drawing elements, the information most concemed for object

representation, are contained in the BLOCKS section and the ENTITIES section.

Basic glaphic elements in a DXF file include, but are not limited to LINE, ARC,

CIRCLE, and POLYLINE. Each element is described by a few lines of text. The first two lines

identify its name and code. subsequent lines describe its features.

To transfotm a drawing into objects, BEDA reads in its DXF file line by line. When a

graphic element is met, a TMember type object is created. Geometlical information of the

element, its length and the coordinates of its endpoints, is transferred to the datafield of the

object. Information useful for engineering analysis will be stored. Information about visual

effects, such as linetype and layer, will be ignored. All objects created from a graphical file are

stored in the BUILDING, a collection type object.

For simple elements, like LINE and ARC, one object is created for each element. For

complicated elements, POLYLINE and BOX, one object is created fol each segment of the

element.

In addition to BUILDING, another collection type object calÌed NODES will be created

when a DXF file is processed. Each endpoint or vertex of an element is identified as a TNode

type object, just as an element is a TMember type object. Details about TNode are outlined in

Section 6.1.2. Endpoints or vertexes of all graphical elements ale hosted in the NODES.
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5.2.4 ldentifications of add Ítional inform ation

Apart from geometrical features of a structure, additional properties, such as boundary

conditions, section properties, and extemal loads, must be identified for structural analysis.

These properties are determined by human designers according to structural choices, material

supply, and environmental exposure. User-machine dialogue windows were developed for

infomation input. These windows were created with ObjectWindows [Borland,1992], an

object-oriented application fi'amework for Microsoft Windows.

Dialogue windows werc reprcsented as TDialog type objects. TDialog is an object type

specially defined for communications between users and the system. Its datafield holds the items

for data input and output. Its methods specify how the dialogue window is presented on the

screen and how data items are manipulated.

The dialogue window for boundary condition input was called TBndrcdtn. Its appearance

on the screen is shown in Figure 5.5. Its definition is as follow:

TBndrcdtn : object(TDialog)
BND, BLS: ListBox;
XCH, YCH, ZCH: CheckBox;
XID, YID, ZID: F,dit;
BAD, BDL: Button;
Nodalgrp: TCollection;
constructor Init;
procedurc SetupWindow;

end;

The first line defines TBndrcdtn as an object of TDialog type. Items for data input-output

are defined in its datafield. BND and BLS are ListBox on the dialogue window. BND lists all

nodes of the design subject. BLS lists all information input by the user. XCH, YCH, and,ZCH

represent the degree of freedom, on the X, Y, md Z dimensions re spectively, of a node

highlighted in BND. XID, YID, andZID are used to input displacements of that node. BAD and

BDL represent buttons on the dialogue, which add and delete user specified information.

Boundary conditions of the whole structure are storcd in Nodalgrp, a collection type object.
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"Constructor Initrris the method to create TBndrcdtn type object. Procedure SetupWindow

specifies the appearance of TBndrcdtn on a screen.

Fig.5.5. The dialogue window for boundary condition input

Similar dialogue windows were developed for user input of load situations and section

properties (see Fig.a2O and Fig.aLI in Appendix A). External loads can be applied to the

structurc as concentrated and/or distributed loads. Load information is finally stored in a

collection type object called Forcegrp. Section properties are directly transferrcd to each

TMember type object and stored in BUILDING.

5.2.5 Finite element analysis

A two dimensional finite element analysis unit was developed to verify the feasibility of

conducting analysis in an object-oriented approach. The unit takes objects as input. Output is

also object-oriented. BEDA system can accommodate more complicated analysis package, such

as three dimensional and nonlinear analysis. Proper interface is needed to transfer input and

output into object-oriented style.

When the unit is started, a dialogue window TStrinfo is presented on the scleen, see

Figure 5.6. The user can specify the scale between the drawing and the real structure. The type

of structure, truss, frame, or mix-typed structure, can also be specified. If the structure is of mix-
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typed, all structural members will be listed on the screen. The

members are pin-connected, and which are fixed. Information

those objects representing these structural members.

user can then specify which

is transferred to the datafields of

Fig.5.6. The input window for finite element analysis

The program uses an element stiffiress matrix in an expanded form fSegerlind, 1984] for

finite element analysis. For pin-connected members or truss structures, the area moment (Ix) is

set to zero in the element stifftress matrix.

Nodal displacements are incorpolated into the system of equations fi'om object Nodalgrp.

External loads are brought in by the object Forcegrp and decomposed into concentrated forces

and moments. They are directly added to the global force vector {F}.Gaussian elimination is

used to decompose the global stiffness matrix {K} and the global fbrce vector {F}. System

equations are solved using back substitution.

Finite element analysis results are presented to the user through dialogue TFearslt, see

Figule 5.1 . It consists of a set of displays. Each shows full information about one stluctulal

element, including internal fotces, nodal displacements, and its geometrical and mechanical
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features. Users can go through all elements one by one, or specify the one in which they ar.e

interested.

Fig.5.7. The output window for.finite element analysis

Simultaneously, results ate transferred to and stored in the datafield of each object held

by BUILDING. The next design stage, the Member Design Unit, is also created in object-

odented programming. Finite element analysis results can be directly used as input.

5.2.6 Conclusion

An object-oriented link between graphical design and structural analysis has been

developed. Direct use of graphics for finite element analysis has been exhibited. It eliminates the

tedious re-input of geometrical information to analysis programs.

Objects, or object collections, foLm the basis for knowledge representation. The objecr

ot'iented apploach unifies the information manipulation at diffelent design stages. The principles

herein demonstrated can be generalized to accommodate graphic formats other than DXF and,

more complicated analysis methods.
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5.3. Members Design

5.3.1 Overview

The Member Design Unit of BEDA was developed in Borland Pascal. Its function is to

select the appropriate type and size for structural members, based on previous structural and load

analysis.

This function unit can perform two kinds of membel designs: automatic and specific.

Automatic member design will select the type and the size for all structural members. Member

selections are based on lesults from the finite element analysis unit. Specific member design will

recommend the type and the size for a single structural member specified by the user. The user

designates loads sustained by the member.

Figure 5.8 illustrates the flow chart of the member design process. The design procedurc

follows the conventions of the Wood Design Manual published by the Canadian Wood Council

(CWC, 1990). It confotms to the limit states design process outlined in CAN/CSA-O86.1-M89

(CSA, 1989). As specified, the design crirerion is:

Factorcd resistance >: factored load effect

Factors of safety are applied to both the resistance side and the load side of the design

equation. Both sides should have the same units (i.e., kN, kN*m). The load effect should be the

least favourable effect considering all possible load combinations.

In developing the unit it was decided that the database should not be a simple mechanical

tabulation of the design data from the Wood Design Manual (CV/C, 1990). Only basic physical

and mechanical features of wood were stored. This made the database incisive and universal to

any wood members. The unit has built-in procedures to retrieve relevant data and to produce

reference codes for design. The calculating power of computers is employed to avoid tedious

retrieval of tabulated design data.
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Input user's specification

Retrieve factored load effects from previous
analysis or input them by the user

Validate input informationGive a warning

Retrieve relevant design codes

Calculate the factored resistanceAdvise users
for improvements

Design result output

Fig.5.8. The flow chart of the member design process

Specified strengths f5, fy, f., f"p, f¡ and the Modulus of Elasticity (E) are basic featurcs

of wood and universal to all wood members. Their values arc stored in the database. The section

modulus (S), section area (A), and moment of inertia (I^) are in the database too, since their

values are slightly different from those directly calculated from member sizes.

All adjust factors specified by CAN/CSA-O86.1-M89 are determined accolding ro rhe

states of the member and the service environment. Their values are decided by rules and

subroutines in the softwal'e.

Data input and otrtput arc in window-style and multi-choice foms. The user provides

clesign information by selecting the most suitable choices or assigning propel'values to input

items. If the user does not make choices, optimal values have been set as default choices.
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Initially, the unit selects the proper depth for single member with narrowest width. If no

suitable member exists for that structural member, the program will choose wider member or

multiple members according to the user preference.

5.3.2 Automatic member design

Automatic member design usually starts after the completion of finite element analysis.

Its design procedures follow the flow chart shown in Fig.5.8.

When the user clicks the item 'design' in the pull-down menu, a user input window is

displayed on the scleen, see Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9. The user input window for member design

The user can specify load duration, species, grade, status, chemical treaûnent, and service

condition for a member or a group of members according to usage, service environment, and

market supply. All members of the structure are listed in the ListBox titled 'Member'. Through

buttons Add, Delete, Rest, and All, the user can add or delete members listed in the ListBox
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titled rSelected'. Clicking the Enter button will apply the specified condition to the member or

members in the'selected' ListBox.

Member design is based on loads applied to each member. Since the system is developed

with object-oriented programming, loads applied to each member are inherited from finite

element analysis. In the datafield of TMember object, there are four items, Fx, Fv, F* 
1 , and

F¡12, which in turn specify the axial force, the vertical shear, and bending moments applied to a

member. Results of finite element analysis are distributed to Fx, Fv, F* 
1 , and F*2 of each

TMember object and taken directly as input to the member design unit. Factored loads Mf, Vf,

F¡ are then induced from them.

According to the specified condition, BEDA will detemine all factors for estimating

load resistance, including the modification factors. Specified strengths, Modulus of Elasticity

(E), section modulus (S), section area (A), and moment of inertia (I*) are all retrieved from the

database. Factored resistance M¡, V¡, and E.I, are then calculated, see CAN/CSA-O86.1-M89

(CSA, 1989) for detail.

The criteda for member selection are:

M¡/M, + F¡/F, <: i

V¡<: V'. and

EI <: EsIr

where

M¡ : factored bending moment, N*mm

Vf : fo.tored shear force, N

F¡ : factored reaction force, N

Mr: factored bending moment resistance, N*mm

V, : factored shear force rcsistance, N

Fr : factored reaction force resistance, N

EI : actual value for maximum deflection under specified loads

EsIr: required value for maximum deflection under specified loads.
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The above cdteria are applied sequentially to select proper width (B) and depth (D) for

each structural member. Member selection starts from width B: 38. The least depth (D) that

meets design criteda will be selected for a structural member. If the maximum available depth

(D) does not meet design requirements for a structural member, the system will prompt the user

to select either multiple members or a wider member, see Figure 5.10. The selection process

ploceeds iteratively until proper widths and depths are chosen for all structural members.

When the process is finished, design results are distributed to the datafield of all

TMember objects. Items WdB, WdD, MemNo, Area, I*, and Elm are then updated for each

datafield. Here, WdB, WdD, MemNo, Area, I*, and Elm respectively represent width, depth,

number of multiple member, section area, moment of inertia and Modulus of Elasticity of a

member. Results are presented on the output window shown in Figure 5.1 l.

- | Memher Desisr Choices

The factored resistance of a member
t+ith width of ** mm can not meet the
lnad requirement for member Ê - r

Please make your choice

E Use multiple members

E User r+ider member
E

Usel defined

information can

Figure 5.10. The window for member design choice

information ancl intennediate results ale also displayed

be output to a printer.

for usel'refelence.

Alr
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Figure 5.1 l.The output window of automatic member design

5.3.3 Specifïc member design

The specific member design function is for the user to design important or cdtical

members in a structure. Less important members can be left for automatic design. The user is,

therefore, allowed to have control of the design process and also provided with the convenience

of machine design.

Specific member design follows the same procedurcs as automatic member design.

Similar data and design criterja are utilized, but specific member design provides the user a

chance to override the load condition and/or the constraints to a member. A member or a few

members can be designed as unique structural elements, such as beams or columns.

Sometimes a user may feel it is necessary to revise results inherited from previous

function units, such as the internal forces calculated from finite element analysis. The system

provides a query for users to ledefine the extemal loads applied to a member. For a beam, the

query is as shown in Figure 5.12.



Flease assign values!

[Warning: use Tab key or click mouse to change items,
do not use Enter key before closing the dialog box.l

Maximum Factored momËnt Mf[kN*m]:

Maximum Factored shear force Vf[kN]:

Factored EI[kN*m*m] for deflection limit state:

12

Figure 5.l2.Load effect input query

The user needs to specify values for the maximum factored moment M¡ the maximum

factored shear force V¡ and the factored EI.

After the input of proper information, the system will automatically trace relevant data,

calculate the factored resistance, and select proper member sizes. Results are displayed in the

output window shown in Figure 5.13.

Design Results

User defined or default informalion:
Speci: D.Fir-L Grade: No.l Statu: Single member
Mf: 4 Vf: 5 El: S

Load duration: Standard
Service condition: Dry
Notch: No notch
Lateral stability: Yes
Chemical trealment: No chemical

Design Results:
38 by 286 No.1 D.Fir-L

Factored resistance:
h{r: 4.662360fllt0flE+00
Vr: 7.1I846644U0E+tlu
Esl: 8.1 487901 733E+02

Figure 5.13. Result output window
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If no single bending member can meet the factored resistance rcquirement, the window

shown in Figure 5.14 will appear.

Prompt:

The factored resistance of the member with width
of 3B mm can not meet the load requirement.

Make your choices:
[ll Use multiple members
I Decrease the space of the joists
[ | Decrease the span of the joists
[ | Rechoose the width of the member

Figure 5.14. Member specification prompt

Based on the user's choice, BEDA will start another round of selection plocess.

5.3.4 Summary

An interactive member selection unit has been developed. It pelmits either stand alone

or system integrated use. Design procedures are based on CAN/CSA-O86.1-M89 and follow

Iimit states design. BEDA provides both automatic design function and specific design function.

The user can control the design process and take advantage of the machine design power.

This function unit has been validated by comparing computer generated design output

with that published in the Wood Design Manual (CWC, 1990). All design functions work as

they were intended.
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6. SPECIAL PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES

6.1 Object-oriented Information Manipulation

6.1.1 Overview

Engineering design involves polymorphous, multiple-phasecl information manipulations.

Knowledge appears in different forms, including drawings, variables, ilata, finite elements,

equations, and specifications. Sketching, calculation, creation, and ¡evision ate among the diverse

ways of infomation manipulations.

A review of the literature reveals that much effort has been devoted to make design

processes faster, more efficient, and more error resistant. Applying AI techniques to engineering

design bears the hope of achieving these goals. Up to now AI applications in engineering have

been limited to nanowly defined expert systems, which address either a single design stage or the

design of a single component. One main obstacle in automating design processes is the lack of an

efficient and united method for knowledge representation and infomation manipulation. It is

difficult to manage different fotms of knowledge and various steps of a design process.

An objecroriented approach of knowledge rcpresentation and information manipulation is

presented here. It teprcsents a design as an object or a collection of objects. An object works like

a courier, in that its datafield canies the information from vadous knowledge sour.ces and its

methods define the way it communicates with its environment.

With objects as infotmation carriers, information manipulation in a design process is

streamlined to the manoeuvre of objects. A dual control mechanism was b¡ilt in the system to

regulate and guide the information flow. Knowledge representation and information manipulation

in BEDA all feature functional requirements of engineering design.
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6.1.2 Object-oriented knowledge representation

To accommodate variations and differences in information manipulation, knowledge is

transfotmed to and from objects at each design stage. Objects form the basis for knowledge

representation and information manipulation.

The fundamental object in BEDA is TMember. It lepresents basic elements in a design.

Each structural member is identified as a TMember type object. The whole design subject is

represented as a collection of such objects. Featurcs of a structural member arc describe¿ in the

datafield of its Objecr.

The TMember Object is defined as:

TMember : object(TObject)
EP I, EP2, Memno: integer;
WdB, WdD, Lngth, Area, I*, Elm: real;

Fx, Fv, F,n1, F-2: real;

Ldrtn, Species, Grade, Status, Srvcdtn, Chmctrt: pChar;
constructor Init(a1, a2: Integer);
procedure Load(var S: TStream);
procedure Store(var S: TStream); virtual;

end

Here, EP1 and EPZ u:inode numbers for the two endpoints of a sûuctural element. They
are of integer type. The real type items, wdB, wdD, Lngth, Area, I*, and Elm, respectively

rcpresent width B, depth D, length, area, area moment, and elastic modulus of the same structural
element' F¡, Fy, F*1, and Frn2 are real type identifiers for axial force, vertical shear, and bending

moments.

When an element is dealt with by BEDA fol the first time, the system creates a TMembel.

type object for it by calling TMembel's 'Init'methocl, a procedurc prefixed with the wor-d

rconsûuctor'. Integer type variables al and, a2are rcplacecl by real nocle numbers of the element.

Methods'Load'and 'Store'define the way in r,vhich TMember is retrieved from and saved to a

storage medium. variable s is a TSheam type object for information storage.
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At the beginning, EPI and FP2 arc specified as al and a2. No other parameter is defined.

As the design progresses, more and more parameters will be assigned appropriate values.'When

the design process is complete, all parameters should have been properly assigned.

The basic shape of a structurc and the orientations of its structural members are fìlst

sketched by human designers using CAD programs. A special subunit is built in BEDA to handle

graphic flles. A graph can be retrieved and then decomposed into a collection of graphical

elements. When a graphical element is identifled, its conesponding object is created. A member is

identified by its two endpoints EPI and EP2.

Structural members are connected with each othel through endpoints, also called nodes.

When a graph is decomposed by the system, all its nodes are identified and represented by the

kind of object defined as Tnode.

TNode : object(TObject)
xl, x2: real;
XCH, YCH, ZCH: boolean;
Xds, Yds, Zds: real;
constructor Init(x i, y I : Integer);
procedure Draw(ADC: HDC; i: Word); virrual;

end

ln its datafield, Xl and Yl specify coordinates of the nodes. Attribute XCH, yCH, and

ZCH describe constraints to its movement in the X, Y, andZdirections. If a movement is

constrained, a TRUE value is assigned. Otherwise it is FALSE. Xds, Yds, and Zrjs are

displacements in X, Y, and Z directions.

All nodes of a graph are numbered and stored in a collection type object defined as

Nodalgrp. EP1 and F,PZ of a TMember object are simply references of node numbers. Their states

are determined by their corresponding TNode objects.

Another important group of objects are defined for identifying external loads. Four kinds

of external loads have conesponding objects in BEDA. All extemal loads are identified as objects

and stored in a collection type object called Forcegroup.
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The object for nodal forre identification is defined as:

TNodalforce : object(TObject)
EPl, Fx, Fr, M1: PChar;

constructor Init(ATP, AEpl, AF¡, AFr, AM¡: pChaÐ;

procedure Load(var S: TStream);
procedure Store(var S: TStream); virtual;

end

EPI specifies the node to which the force is applied. Fx, Fy, and M1 represent the

horizontal, vertical, and bending force acting on nocle EP1. Point loads, uniformly distributed

loads, and nonuniformly distributed loads are defined with similar objects. parameters in the

datafields are slightly different for each type of load.

Each type of object has some functions or procedures associated with it. Constructor Init

is a procedure every object has. It specifies the way in which the object is created. Other.

procedures or functions specify how objects are manipulated. The Store and Load procedurcs

describe the way in which objects are saved and retrieved. The Draw procedurc specifies how an

object is presented on a screen.

6. 1.3 Object-oriented information manipulation

When a design is identified as objects, the design process is consolidated to object

manipulations' Infotmation is rehjeved from various knowledge sources, processed by function

units, distrjbuted to objects, and stored in the datafields of objects. From this point of view, the

object is a infotmation can'ier. It transfers information from one design stage to another and

connects all ftinction units.

The program for object handling was wdtten in Borland Pascal. It creates, manipulates,

and holds all objects. Information from other function units is directed to this unit.

A design fotms its embryo at the stage of initial sketching. Users can use an editing

window in BEDA to draw simple graphics. But the use of commercial CAD software, such as

AutoCad, DesignCad, or AutoSketch, is recommended. This permits sketches to be saved as
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DXF files' BEDA has an interface which can connect the system with extemal software and read

in external files.

An object-oriented representation of a design can be created by BEDA from the user,s

sketch' The RETRIEVE subunit can retrieve drawings from both the user editing window and

extemal DXF files' It identifies all graphical elements, creates TMember type objects, and storcs

the design as objects in BUILDING.

Infomation from a sketch only defines the orientation of structural members, i.e. only the

parameter EPI and EPZ are determined for each object. TNode type objects are created to

identify all nodes in a design and are stored in NODES, a collection type object.

After the basic shape of a design is sketched, designers need to specify extemal loads,

boundary conditions, and in some cases a temporary choice of section properties, although section

properties ale among final goals of the design process. The process is accomplished through a

number of dialogue windows which can be activated from the user editing window of BEDA. If
the sketch is from an extetnal file, the RETRIEVE unit will redraw it on the user editing window.
Thetefote the user can have a visual perception of the design as the design process is going on.

Extemal loads are identified and stored in a collection type object, ForceGrp. Results from
precalculation, snow loads and wind loads, can be retúeved into the user editing window for
refetence. Boundary conditions arc processed and distrjbuted to the datafield of each TNode

object.

Section properties are part of final goals of a design process. Following normal

engineering design practice, a designer can give them an initial choice, which is subject to further
analyses, verifications, and revisions. A dialogue window is developed for specifying section

properties' see Fig.6' 1. Information is directly distributed to the datafield of each TMember
object, where parameter wdB, wdD, Area, I*, and Elm are accordingly specified.
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Fig.6. r. The diarogue window for specifying section properties

The initial sketch and designs must be justified by detailed strength and stress analysis.
Function unit FEANLS was developed for finite element analysis. v/ithin FIEANLS, a design can

be identified as a truss, a frame, or a mix-typed structure (see Fig.5.6). Results from FEANLS,
including axial forces, shear forces, and bending moments applied to súLrctural members, are
dircctly allocated to the datafield of each TMember object as parameters Fy, Fx, Fml, and Fn'2.

Dimensions of structural members are determined according to intemal forces applied to
each member, following Limit states Design (CSA, i9s9). Function unit MEMDSN was

developed for member design. The user specifies species, grades, load durations, and other items
listed in the dialogue window shown in Fig.6.2. The sysrem will automatically determine the
dimensions of all structural members. Results arc spreaded to the datafield of each rMember
object. They overwrite the previous choice of wdB, wdD, Area, and Memno.

Based on the member design results, unit FEANLS can be executed again to recalculate
internal forces applied to all structural members. The results can then be sent to unit MEMDSN to
calculate new dimensions for the structure. This iterative process continues until proper load-
can'ying ability is achieved for the whole sû.ucture.
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Fig.6.Z The input winclow for member design

If a compatibility between loads and rcsistances can not be obtained for the structure, the
designer will have to go back to the sketching stage and rcvise the design. Results of finite
element analysis wilr give expedenced designers good crues for design revision.

6.1.4 Conclusion

object-ofiented approach in BEDA unites knowledge reprcsentation for various
knowledge sources and integrate information manipulations in different design stages.

6.2 On-line Help and Case Base

6.2.1 Overview

on-line help and case l"sout'ce aIe two standard functions within the BEDA system. Their
operations follow the convention of Mic'osoft winclows on-line help. Actually, they are both
developed with the HelpAuther, a tool provided by Microsoft for developing on-line help files.
Both work in exactly the same way as standard MS window help files. Both can be activated
either from pull-down menus or through contror buttons on the user interface.
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The on-line help function displays explanations about the terminology that appears on the

interface. It also prompts the user about how to use the BEDA system. The case resource gives

the designer design cases which are related to the cunent design. Each case is accompanied by

comments and suggestions which point out its advantages and disadvantages. Comments and

suggestions belong to two groups. One group consists of comments carefully made by field

experts and system developers. The other group is composed of personal comments made by end

users for their own refelence in future designs. The first group is permanently built in the system.

The second group is temporary and changeable.

On-line help contents arc stored in a binary file called Help file. Contents of the case

resource arc storcd in case base, a special knowledge rosource of BEDA.

Microsoft Windows Help is used as a display engine. Information displayed includes text,

graphics, and other multimedia elements. Advanced hypertext capabilities and context-sensitive

links ar'e available so that the end user can easily navigate through the help and case contents.

6.2.2Basic functions

The on-line help and the case resource of BEDA are activated when the user clicks the

'help' or'case'item on pull-down menus or corresponding buttons on the user interface. When

eithel of the two functions is activated, a window appears to display the Help or case base

contents (see Fig.6.3).

The mouse or the keyboard can be used for common actions under a help window:

choosing commands, moving or resizing the display window, clicking buttons, interacting with

dialog boxes, scrolling information, and choosing hot spots. Four standard buttons, Contents,

Search, Back, and History, are provided as navigation controls. They appear in the button bar,

helping users to access information in the Help file and the case base.

Clicking the Contents button will display the table of contents for the Help file or the list

of cases for the case base. It serves as the home screen, from which all other information is

accessed. The Search button shows an on-line index and allows the user to search for information
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by key word, similar to searching through a book index. The Back button displays the topic

previously displayed. The History button presents a list of topics (a maximum of 40) that have

been viewed during the current session. Any topic in the list can be selected to view again.

Clicking a name in the case list will bring in the graphic of that design case.

Fig.6.3 An example of the help window

The Help file and the Case base are made up of distinct units of information called topics.

Each topic focuses on a specific piece of information such as a concept, a step-by-step ptocedure,

a command summary, an illustrative graphic, a keyboard table, an example, or any other unit of

information.

Topics are linked by hypertext and hypeuegion jumps (called hot spots). The mouse

pointer changes from an alrow to a hand when it is ovel a hot spot. Clicking a hot spot will clear

the cunent topic and displays the topic indicated by the jump. After jumping to a topic, the user

can return to the original one by clicking the Back button.

Within topics, certain tetms or concepts often require further explanations. Instead of

jumping away from the current topic, a pop-up window can be displayed on top of the curent

File Ed¡t Bookmark H

The usage of the building
The type of frame
The type of soil under the building
Section shape
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topic. Pop-up windows are stripped-down windows with only a window border. They can display

text and graphics, and can include hot spots. A pop-up window remains displayed until the mouse

is clicked or any key is pressed.

Items shown in Fig.6.3 are all hot pots. Clicking the item The type oJ soil uncler the

builcling will bring in an explanation window (see Fig.6.Ð. Choosing the irem Toral length Im]

will bring a pop-up window, as shown in Fig.6.5.

Fig.6.4 The explanation window for soil type

There are two special buttons with the case lesource. The REMARK button brings in a

dialog, through which comments can be added to the case base. Comments are displayed when

the hot text COMMENTS, which appears with each coresponding case, is clicked. The other

button is labelled as REDRAW. It activates an external graphic software to retrieve and edit the

highlighted case. An edited case can be save as the user's design. When a graphic is displayed on

the case window, it is in bitmap form. When brought into a graphic software, it will be in a form

suitable to that software. However, if the end user wants to save the edited graphic as a user's

design, it must be saved in DXF fomat for further analysis by BEDA.

ENG¡NEERING GESlGN ÂID
File Ed¡t Book¡qark Help

soiltype
The soil on which alooling is installed should be
undisturbed. level, and smooth. When construction in a
filled area is unavoidable, special precautions are
required. The l:est solution is to extend the foundation
so that the footing is on undisturbed soil. Alternatives
are to let the filled soil settle for a year or to compact the
soillhoroughly and then use larç¡er footings to redur:e
the unit load on the soil.

The bearing capacity of soils varies wilh type ancl
moisture. Typical load-carrying capacities are shown in
the following table.
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The tvpe of frame
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Total length
Using tab key or clicking left button of the
mouse to highlight the prompt box under
this tittle. Then input the estimation of the
total length of the building. This is an
optional input. lf you skip it now, you may
need to input an equivalent parameter
in a later stage

Fig.6.5 The pop-up window for rotal length

6.2.3 Help file and case base development

The Help file and the case base are built with the Microsoft HelpAuthor, an enhancement

utility that makes it easier to cteate Help files for Windows version 3.0 and 3.1. It is composed of

two parts: the Help Authoring Templates and the Help Project Editor. The development process

involves several procedures: creation of topic files, creation of the Help project file, and

compilation of topic files into a binary .HLp file.

A topic file contains the content and construction information for the Help file and the

case base, including topic text, glaphics, and special Help cocles that pass organizational and build

infol'mation to the Windows Help compiler. Within topic text, such features as cl.oss-reference

links, pop-up window hot spots, macro commands, r'eferences to graphics files, ancl other codes

particular to the Help file and the case base are created.

Topic files are created in Microsoft Word and saved as RTF files. The Help Authoring

Templates modify Word so that it is easier to create, edit, and format topic text, graphics, and/or
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hot spots. After topic files are created, the Help Project Editor is used to create a Help pr.oject

file, add topic files to the project, and edit project file information. The Help project file tells the

compiler how to build the Help fïle.

Ultimately, the Help file and the case base are built from the topic files and the Help

project file, using Windows Help compiler (HC31.EXE). The Help compiler displays er:ror

messages when it encounters problems in the crcation. Programmers can use these messages to

debug the Help file.

A compiled Help file is displayed using the Windows Help appticarion (wINHELp.EXE).

This application interprets and displays text, pictnles, hypeftext links, and keyword search index.

It allows the user to explorc the presented information interactively. In a completed file, all

features designed into the Help file and the case base come into use. For example, users can

browse topics as they wotlld in a printed book or use hypertext links to jump around.

6.2.4 Connection with the system

Access to the Windows Help application was built in BEDA. In the part of BEDA

developed in Level5 object, the on-line help and the case base can be activated with the'Help, and

'case'buttons or the menu on BEDA's interface. The two buttons arc lespectively attached with

attributes Helpbutton and Casebutton in the knowledge base of BEDA. If either button is clicked,

its attached attribute will change status, which in tum will trigger a production rule to execute the

windows Help and display the on-rine help or case resource.

Take the help function for the initial input as an example. When the 'Help,button is clicked

(see Fig.6.l), the following production rule is trìggered:

RULE
IF Helpbutton OF Initial Input
THEN ACTIVATE "IPU,EXTERN,WINHELP.EXE,,
COMMAND''C:\WINHELPVNITIAL.HLP''

ACTIVATE and COMMAND are two commands within Levels object. The function of
ACTIVATE is to execute an extetnal file through IPU, an intemal protocol for communication
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with MS-DOS and MS-Windows programs. WINHELP.EXE is the executable file for the

Windows Help. COMMAND functions to specify the operand of the executable file. In this case,

it is INITIAL.HLP stored in C:\WINHELP directory. INITIAL.HLP is the on-line help ropic for

the initial input.

In the part of BEDA developed in Borland Pascal, the Windows Help is activated with the

WinHelp filnction. 'When either'Help'or "Case' is chosen, a special procedure will be triggered to

call the WinHelp function. The selected topic from the on-line help or the case resource is then

displayed.

6.2.5 Conclusion

The Help fìle and the case base provide on-line information about BEDA and the design

process supported by BEDA. They help the user go through design processes. Taking existing

designs, either successftll or failed cases, as template or rcference will save engineers time and

labour in detailed engineering design.

6.3Interface

6.3.1 Overview

A user-machine interface is a bridge connecting the system and the user. Through it, users

control and monitor the working progless of the system, and the system gets input and displays

results. The interface of BEDA was built with ObjectWindows supplied with Borland pascal and

the Display Editor of Level5 Object.

Both ObjectWindows and the Display Editor are object-oriented development tools for

Microsoft Windows. The interface is in Windows style. It is composed of a series of user friendly

displays and dialogs. Its composition is shown as the dashed-lined area in Fig.6.6.

The mainline of a design process is controlled by the main frame windows in the

blackboard interface. When a ftinctional unit is in its active mode, the coresponding unit interface

will be the active window. A user can tour through main windows and unit windows by clicking
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control buttons or pull-down menus. Through the user-machine interface,

data input-output process, monitor the information evolution, and control

users participate in the

the design process.

Fig.6.6 The composition of the user-machine interface

6.3.2 Interface elements

BEDA's intetface is composed of window displays developecl for each function unit. The

main window is shown in Fig.6.7. For graphic sketching, the window is as shown in Fig.6.g. The

rest of the function units share the window shown in Fig.6.9. When the system or a function unit

is started, the corresponding window appears. It prompts for data input, result output, and design

process control.

All windows were built following the convention of Microsoft Windows. A window is a

fi'amed, tectangular alea on a computer scleen, where communications between users and the

machine take place. Each window contains menus for triggering system actions, controls for

resizing the window, a title, and a working area for user editing or for child window displaying.

Windows can overlap each other. The selected, front-most window is the active one.

Unit interface

Unit interface

Unit interface

Unit interface
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Fig.6.7 The main window for system function selection

Fig.6.8 The main window fbr graphic sketching
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Fig.6.9 The main window for structure analysis and member design

Input or output infotmation of a function unit is cast into a few child windows, called

displays in Level5 Object and dialogs in objectwindows (see Fig.5.1 and Fig.5.1 l). A dialog or a

display is an interactive window. Its working area contains a group of display items or control

objects for user-machine communications. These items and objects are similar in Level5 object

and in Borland Pascal. Each is a small box on the scrcen. They can be classified into a few groups

according to their ftinctions: the group for data presentation, such as value boxes and list boxes;

the group for graphical illustrations, such as picture boxes and bitmap boxes, and the group for
process control, such as pushbutton and check boxes.

A basic function of dialogs and displays is fol data input and output. The item for data

input is called Edit Box in objectwindows and Promptbox in Levels object. The Static Box in

ObjectWindows and the Valuebox in Level5 Object are used for displaying values. List Box and

Radiobutton Group are for listing multiple choices.
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Pushbuttons are display items used for working process control. They work in the same

way as pull-down menus. Clicking a pushbutton will trigger a new function or activate a new

dialog or display.

Descriptions and graphics are used in a display to prompt for data input, explain the

meaning of displayed data, or label the action a display item may activate. Text is presented by

Static Boxes in ObjectWindows. Level5 Object provides Textbox fo¡ the same function. Items for

graphical illustrations are called Picturebox in Level5 Object and Bitmap Box in ObjectWindows.

They can present bitmap graphics.

All display items can be accessed by the mouse, the Tab key, or.Hot keys.

6.3.3 Interface construction

In both Borland Pascal and Level5 Object, the visible pofiion of an interface is separated

from its program codes. The visible portion defines the visual appearance. Its program codes

specify ways of data transfer between the interface ancl the system as well as the way in which the

system reacts to user input.

There are two steps in the consûuction of an interface: the design of the visible pofiion

and the writing of programs to handle it. The visible portion of an intedace is created and edited

with Resource Workshop of ObjectWindows in Borland Pascal. The Display Editor of Level5

Object has similar fttnctions. They work like a ch'awing program in that a programmer can create,

move, delete, size, color, and duplicate items for a display. All display items, such as buttons, text

boxes, and scroll bars, are provided as bale-bone templates. Programmers can customize them by

filling them with proper text or graphics and specifying their size, color, position and other

graphical features. To design a display is the combination of deciding display items, planing the

layout, and customizing display items.

In Level5 Object, entities of domain knowledge are identif,ed and reprcsented as attributes

of class structure. A disptay item can be attached to an attrjbute. Once attached, the value of an
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attribute can be prompted or displayed by its display item. The display is dynamically updated as

the value of that attribute changes.

In Borland Pascal, a display is identified and represented as an object of clialog type.

Display items are identified as control items in the datafield of the object. Ways of data transfer

and manipulation arc specified by methods of the object, see section 5.2.4 for the definition of
dialog type objecrs.

Program code of an interface is the symbol representation of its visible por.tion. Through

the program code, user's manipulations at the visible poltion arc transfeued to the system, ancl

system reactions ale transferred to the visible portion. An interactive interface is composed of a

visible portion and the conesponding program code.

6.3.4 Working principles of the interface

BEDA works in an event-driven manner. All its function units and conesponding displays

are activated by events. An event will produce a message in the system. Messages are spreail

through the hierarchy of objects. Methods for message response were built within objects to

handle messages in specified ways.

User interactions, such as key strokes or mouse clicks, are all treated as events. The

termination of a piece of program or a function of BEDA is also an event. Messages from user

interactions are genemted by the Windows. Messages from the terminations of function units are

created in ways specified by the programmer.

Each display item has a unique number, called handle, for identifying the item. Each

control item has a unique control ID that is identical to the handle of its corresponding display

item' By matching the handle and the control ID, a message from a display item is directed to a

control item and manipulated by the corresponding procedure.

Ways of producing messages and responding to them are defined by the programmer.

Windows and objectWindows will spread messages around. The mechanism of message
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manoeuvring is hidden in the system. A message without a responding method is neglected by the

system.

Messages are commands, which tell the system and objects that something happened

somewhere. Apart from being a control panel, the interface of BEDA is also a channel of
communication between the system and users. Each dialog has a data transfer buffer built in the

system' When a dialogue is displayed, it extracts data from its transfer buffer.to fill its display

items' When users put new values to display items, the values are stored in the transfer buffer.

The application can then take data from the buffer. Results of system execution are first written to

the data transfer buffer and then displayed in a dialog.

Dialogues or displays are started and closed by events. Event r.esponding methods are

written to ensute that the right dialog is displayed and destroyed in the right time. The

appearances and activations of different displays are given in Appendix A.

6.3.5 Conclusion

The user interface of BEDA is developed with object-oriented programming in Borland

Pascal and Levels object. It is composed of a series of displays complying with the convention of
Microsoft Windows. Each display has a visible portion and some program codes. Its visible part is

designed to be user friendly. The conesponding program codes ensure proper interactions

between users ancl the BEDA system.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

The research reported herein led to the following conclusions:

1. The optimization model embodies basic features of engineering design and makes it

applicable to automate the engineering design process.

2. Optimizing rules can be developed to addless the design criteria of safety and

ftlnctionality.

3. Objecroriented knowledge reprcsentation and information manipulations ar-e

appropriate for a knowledge based engineering design system.

4. Engineering drawings, with objects as information carriers, can be used dir.ectly in

finite element analysis and the rcsults of analysis can be used directly for automatic design.

5. The blackboard model of problem solving provides a functional system framework for

the organization of diversified knowledge ïosources and facilitates the cooperations among

vaúous subsystems. Under the blackboard architecture, the human designer becomes an

integrated part of the design system.

6. A knowledge-based system, BEDA (Basic Engineering Design Aide), has been

developed as an engineering design aid, using an integrated approach of AI programming and

conventional programming. It demonstrates a genelal design approach which was developed on

the basis of lighrframe building design.

7. BEDA is composed of several function units, each of which implements a special

ftinction of engineering design. The module strucftire of BEDA allow a single ¡nit to be revised,

to reflect the change in design theory and practice, without affecting other units.

8. Information flow pattern within a design system can be enforced by dual control

utilizing the human designer and a machine scheduler.

9. A case based on-line help system can be integrated into a knowledge based design

system.
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8. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Using artificial intelligence to automate engineering design is a promising but incomplete

work. The research work presented herein is a prototype exploration of basic principles and

feasible approaches for building inteiligent engineering design aids.

The process of engineering design is still poorly defTned. Better understanding of

engineering design and furthel development of AI theory requirc deeper study by experts from

many fields. Long term, interdisciplinary research is suggested into:

1. the philosophy and morphology of engineering design, and

2. the improved modeiling of the engineering design process.

During this work, many interesting questions arose. Time did not permit the luxury of
pursuing each question. Further work specific to BEDA is suggested in the following areas:

1' expansion of the rule base and the control mechanism to include design codes other

than wood design, such as steel, concrete, and plastics,

2. expansion of the database to hold more information concerning engineering design,

such as the physical features ofsteel and concrete,

3. development of more universal graphic processing function to accommodate graphics

in formats other than DXF, which should be able to deal with graphic files coming directly from

common cAD software packages such as AutocAD and DesigncAD,

4. upgrade of the Finite Element Analysis (FEA) ftrnction. Since many sophisticated

FEA packages arc commercially available, the research can be focused on the development of

interfaces which support the connection of BEDA with other software,

5. rcfinement of the member design unit, especially the specific design function. Now the

specific design part can design structural members as beams, columns, and decking. Design

procedure can be expanded to include the design of mechanical and electronic parts,
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6. the on-line help and case base only has a basic shape. It can be enriched with more

instructions and cases. Case management needs to be improved to facilitate the case aviation,

case reasoning, and automatic case collection, and

7. the user interface needs to be refined to achieve better visual effect.
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Appendix A

Description of BEDA software

The knowledge based design aid, BEDA, is composed of several functional units. It starts

ft'om the precalculation part, which is written in Level5 Object and saved as a KN B file uncler thc

file name DSGNAID.KNB. A KNB file can be transferred into an executable fìle with a special

editing tool commercially available fi'om Infomation Builders Inc. Cunently, DSGNAID.KNB

can be executed from within the Level5 Object editing environment.

When users run DSGNAID.KNB fi'om Level5 Object, the following display (Fi-e.a l) will

appear on the screen.

Fig.a I . The greeting screen of BEDA

Displays of BEDA follow the standard convention of Microsoft Windows, i.e. normal

operations for MS Windows can all be applied to BEDA displays. Clicking the Sturr buton on rhe

above display will bring in the display shown in Fig.a2.
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Fig.a2. The input windor.v of general information

This screen is for the user to input general information about the building under desi-qn.

The user can specify the usage, frame platform, soil type uncler. and section shape by clickin-e an

appropriate item in the corresponding listbox. The total length, width, height, and insicle clealance

can bedesignated by putting rightnumbers into value boxes. Button Go nexÍ will activate the

display shown in Fig.a3.

The screen shown in Fig.a3 is for users to specify the location of the builcling, which will

be used by the system to trace data in database for calculating snow and wind loads. All together.

644 towns in the 12 provinces and territories of Canacla are given for the user to choose fr-om. On

the same scl'een, a summary of all user input is displayed for recheck. The user can bring back

previous display by clicking Reinput the inJbrmctÍir¡n or go to the display shown in Fig.a4 by

clicking Go to cletail design.

The screen shown in Fig.a4 is the main control window of BEDA system. From within this

window, the usercan start various l'unction units o1'BEDA by clicking buttons on t"hc screcn.

housing for daíry cattle
housing for livestock
poullry hous¡ng
greenhouse
f ruit_ve getab le_nursery sto ra g e

Hay storage & silos
machinary shcd & farm shop &

balloon frme
pole frame
rigid lrame
concrele masonry
tilt up concrete

lirm clay or fine sand
dry clay or compacl fine sand
loose gravel or compact coarse sand
compact sand and gravcl mixture
unknown
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These buttons are programmed to trigger corresponding software of those functions. The

functions are classified as structure sketching, load estimation, and design analysis.

Please make choice for further action

Fig.a3. The input screen for locations

The usage oflhe bu¡lding The type of trame fhe seciion shape

The type of soil under lhe building Ihe location

Slructure sketch Load estimatíon Desiqn An

Recomrnended design order:
L Roo[
2- Frarne
3. Door orwindorv
4. Fou¡rdatiorr

Fig.a4. The main control window of BEDA
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Under the label Structure Skatch., button sketch new wlll start a graph ecliting tool while

scan cascs is designed to open existing design templates in the case base. Currently, button sketch

new is attached to the commercial software AutoSketch. More work needs to be done to make

scun cascs fully functional. The standard user ecliting winclow for AutoSketch, shown in Fig.a5,

will appear when sketch new is clicked. The user can create, eclit, anci save graphics by using all

functions provided by AutoSketch.

Fig.a5. The user editting window for AutoSkerch

The load estimation part of BEDA is written in Level5 Object and contained within

DSGNAID.KNB. A display, shown in Fig.a6, will appear when button snow loctrJs isclicked.

The display queries about environmental states and load situation about the building.

There is an input redundance between the load sifuation and the section shape queried in a

previous display. The redundance is purposely designed to remind the user of his/her input

history. If there is a conflict, BEDA will prompt the user with the screen shown in Fig.a7.

For different load situations, BEDA may further query some trivial details, such as the

screen shown in Fig.a8 for simple arch r¡r curved rooJ'and the one in Fig.a9 for ktwer Level oJ'

atljcLcent roo.l'.ff allqueries are properly answered, BEDA will calculate the snow loads and

clisplay the results in rhe output window shown in Fi,e.al0.
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=?fSlruclure skelch Load astimatíon Design _Analysis

Fig.a6. The input window for snow load estimation

Fig.a]. The prompt screen for input conflict

The span b ol the roof {ml The rise h of the roof lml:

Roof shaoe
O simple arch

O circular curyed

O gable flat or shed roof

o ilL"i p_is_ 

",.r, 
;_d ;; q_'*r

O arch or curved roof with unobstrucled slippery surface

O valley area of roofs

O lower level of adlacent roofs

O tower roof vith sloping upper roof

O area adjacent to rsof obstructions

Ïhe section shape

llat
s hed
gable
hip

ame
comb¡nation
monitor
sem i-m onitor
gambrel
arched I
arched 2
mansard

Fi-e.a8. The quen'y fbl simple arch or cul'vecl rool:
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The elevation difference h ol the rools [m]:

The rälio of rise over run of the roof [h/b): fiz
or lhe slope of lhe roof afdgrJ:

Fig.a9. The querry fol lower level of adjacent roof

Fig.al0. The output window of snow load results

The upper part of the window shows a summary of user input. The lower part displays the

results of snow loads. If the user wants to know snow load values at a certain position of the roof,

clicking button k¡acl at u ¡toint -r will bring the window shown in Fig.a I l. After the user specifies

the value of x and hits the OK button, snow loads at the specified point will be clisplayecl in the

window shown in Fig.a12.

The procedure for wind loads estimation is similar. A display, shown in Fig.a t3, will

appear when the user hits the button u,in¿l loutLs in the niain contl'ol winclor.v shown in Fig.a4.

llat or shed rool

The location is norlh oftreeline:

Ralio of rise over run [hlbl:4 nz
Slope of the roof a[dgrJ: 133.6T_l

Snow load [kpal

Case 1 - uniform toad: lTl 
_---l

Case 2 - nonuniform toaA:F7-__l

Roof Ìrrofile
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Ihe distance x of lhe point [ml:

forl

Fig.al l. The input window for load point

The distance x of the point 1.¡:lã-l
Snow load fkpal

Casel: F 
_l

Case2: Fi 
_l

Case3: þ=--l

Fig.al2.The output window for snow loads at specified point

estimation Design _An

o 
¡-u 

;]¡.uj¡,s ". ";" 
;j1o''g

O main slruclural member for strength

O main struclural member for dellection or vibration

O secondary structural member or claddíng

O lurge or significant opening on one wall

O nonuniformly distributcd openinqs

O small uniformly distributed openings

C airtighl

Wall height [ml:

ratio of rise over run of the rool [h/bl: l1Z,
the slope of the roof a[dgrl:

Fig.a 13. The input window for wind loa<t estimation
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For the design of structural members, the output window will be like the one shown in

Fig.a 14. As the user specifies sicle wull, end wull, ot' rooJ', exterctal wind values will change

accordingly. The interior wind pressure changes with openings in different walls.

For the design of a building as a whole, the output window is shown in Fig.a I 5. A

summary of user input will be shown if button User deJtned inJòrmuti¿.¡¿ is clicked.

Fig.al4. The output window of snow loads for structural members

w:va-ll. e : edgre

Fig.al5. The outprìt window of snow loads for building as a whole
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From the main control window shown in Fig.a4, the design and analysis part of BEDA can

be started by clicking the button detuil design. This part of BEDA is written in Borland Pascal

and consists of several units of program codes. Its main program is DTLDSGN.PAS. The

window shown in Fig.a l6 will appear on the screen when DTLDSGN.PAS is startecl.

Fig.al6. The user editting 'uvindow for design and analysis

In responding to a usel''s click of the pull-down menu, other units al'e called to f inish

various design and analysis functions. The user can open and retrieve a graph by clicking open

lrom the File menu. The file retrieving ftrnction is accomplished by the program unit

RETRIVE.PAS. It retrieves graphics saved as DXF file fiom any graphical editing sofrware. Ir

also automatically decomposes retrieved graphics into graphical elements, labels them, and

reprints them on the screen, as Fig.a17 shown.

When the sketch of a structure is retrieved into BEDA, the user needs to specify loacls

applied to the structure. The load input function is started from the submenu Loatl-inp¿rr under

Data-input and realized by the program unit LOADDL.PAS. Previously calculated snow loacls

and wind loads can be retrieved by clicking shovv sru¡w k¡ad and show wind k¡ad, see Fig.a I 8 anct

Fig.al9. User specified loads can be input through the window shown in Fig.a2O, which is

activated by clicking loutl:; input.
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Fig.al7. The retrieved DXF graph from other software

File Data-input Analysis Desi Tools Help

Fig.a18. The retrieved snow loads

The other submenu under Data-input is Structure-input. Its corresponding program unit is

STNIDNTF.PAS. The window shown in Fig.a2l is activated by clickin g section properties. Ít

allows the user to specify structural properties of the structure. Boundary conclitions o1'the

- | Snow Loadsfkpal

upper edge:E^to I our of t oH:FJo I
Betrveen Xd and l0H: F ¡O I

Distritrution ûf snorr Ioad
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structure can be specified through the window shown inFig.a22, which is activated by clicking

bo untla ry cr¡ntlit io ns.

Fig.al9. The retrieved wind loads

File Data-input ¡4nalysis Design Tools Hel

-t Wind Loads[kpal

External Pressure

lnterior Pressule

+bi---å

Pi: i¡rterior Dr€ssure

Surface 1 2 3 4 5 6 1E 2E 3E 4E 5E 6E
Case Â 0.48 0.60 0.18 t.23 0.63 N A: 0.35 0.46 ft.32 0.41
Case B 0.3I 0.41 0.58 0.s 2 0.32 0.4[ 0.3s 0.41 0.3 5 0.53 o.25 0.35
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File Data-input Analysis Design Tools Help

w@
F.r"" h"¡

FyMqlqZÇpe epl ep2 Ll

Tloãd typtl
Nodal Load
Point Load

Distributed Load
Partiallv Distributed Load

w
@

lam¡ng PornrI IqIKN/ml I

@@ fi-l

I

trl 
I l;

Fig.a2). The input window for extemal loads

Fig.a2l. The dialogue window for specifying section properties
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Ele [ata-ínput Analysis Qesign Tools Help

lÏ;d;l lE "t,"i""d I

F___l rxi--""dr¡";lIr I

12 I I Yt¡anslationllt
I I I Zrotation I

VÁ@
Node Xt Yt Zr Xid Yid Zid

lGit¡"1 Dltpl""*""-t"fr"*l I

@ F",*l

Fig.a22. The dialogue window for specifyin_9 boundary conditions

After above specifications, the Lrser can analyze the structure by callin-e the finite element

analysis program unit FEANLS.PAS. When the user clicks Call FEA under menLt Anulys¡.ç, the

input window shown in Fig.a23 will appear. Results of the analysis will be presented on the

olrtput window shown inFig.a24.

Type of srructure tÞñ;ìGA] tFÌ-id-;A]
t, ,D r*. L!:'!glg__i Lr9.!9€_j
| ' -- "--- f¡-6 T;l l7-3 ---_l
| ) 2D Frame lz_a tr I I

| ) Mixca vne l3.i l_J I I

fIY* s*itl fM=-¡*-l connecrionsIr:t¡o l-ftr=Tffi
=:l|EJffi 

-r¡xtsu

Fig.a23. The input winclow l'br finite elenlent ¿tnalysis
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: -l+l
E¡le Oata-input Anâlysls qeslgn Iools Selp

Fig.aZ4. The output window for finite element analysis

Based on the analysis, the user can go to detail member design by clicking Member detuil,s

under Design menu. It will start the program unit MEMDSN.PAS. The input window for member

design is shown in Fig.a25. The output window is shown in Fig.a26. Design results can also be

printed out by clicking print under File menu. The printing function is ftrlfiled by the program unit

PRNTEST.
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Fig.a2í. The user input window for member design

Fig.a26. The output window of automatic member design
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